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Ushers In New Era of Education
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On the Treetops
From the roof of Weyandt Hall, university 
photographer Keith Boyer captured this bird’s-eye 
view of the Oak Grove’s north side, bordered by 
Oakland Avenue on the right.
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In the address I delivered during my inauguration at IUP and 
in at least one commentary in IUP Magazine, I’ve referred to 
our shared human experience—our ability as a species to live 
and work together for the greater good of society. 

Our nation’s communities—including colleges and 
universities—are experiencing incidents of intolerance and 
hatred in the form of racism. IUP is not an exception; in my 
tenure as IUP’s president, I have noted a number of very public 
and very dramatic incidents as well as an undercurrent that is 
difficult to pinpoint. My predecessors can say the same. 

Racism in America is not dead. However, how we prepare our 
students to thrive in increasingly diverse work settings and 
communities will make a difference. 

This edition carries a story on campus racial tension. Editor 
Elaine Jacobs Smith has interviewed a cross-section of people in 
an effort to expose and define the problem and to address how 
we are trying to solve it. It’s fair to say that her examination of 
our local state of affairs is applicable to what my colleagues are 
experiencing across the country. 

Last summer, our university began a study to measure 
inclusion and diversity. In fact, IUP is more diverse, 
statistically, than it ever has been; yet, we continue to see 
acts of discrimination. That certainly is not what we aspire to 
be. Tolerance is not enough; the university community must 
develop a deeper understanding of each and every person who 
is a member.

We opened a new academic building this year. We are bringing 
up to date an infrastructure that has long needed attention. 
We are creating new programs that will prepare students to 
make a better world. The university’s cultural climate—its 
inclusiveness and civility—is another of the many things we’re 
fixing. 

Discrimination and racism come with a cost. Our counterparts 
in the corporate world recognize this fact. As the Society for 
Human Resource Management notes, diversity initiatives can 
improve the quality of an organization’s workforce and be the 
catalyst for better return on investment. 

In a society that by 2050 will be split almost evenly between 
majority and diverse populations, preparing students for 
their future is imperative. If we expect today’s students to go 
forth and lead as they graduate, then we must provide them 
examples, and we must correct injustices at IUP right now.

Michael A. Driscoll
President

Ending Racism 
Can’t Wait

MESSAGE FRoM THE

PRESIDENT
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PERFECT MATCH 
Thirteen paintings by Vaughn Clay, IUP professor emeritus of art, are on long-term display 
throughout the new College of Humanities and Social Sciences building. Pictured is Silver 
Arrows, in the building’s lobby, facing Sutton Hall. A gift from Clay to the University Museum, 
the paintings touch on themes including history, political science, and other fields in the 
humanities and social sciences. 
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Race: The Next Step

IUP’s George 
Washington

IUP’s new academic building, 
replacing Keith and Leonard 
halls, houses the space, the 
technology, and the minds to 
prepare today’s students for 
tomorrow.

IUP alumnus Ben McAdoo 
never played for his alma mater, 
but he’s one of only two to 
become an NFL head coach.

Before college classes convened 
in Keith Hall, it was a school 
in which fledgling teachers 
practiced their craft. Keith School 
graduate Karen Gresh takes a 
look back.

A racist photo that went viral on 
social media has brought an age-
old problem—at IUP and across 
the nation—to the forefront of 
campus business.

Considered Indiana Normal 
School’s guiding spirit, Jane 
Leonard inspired thousands 
of students and, perhaps, a US 
president.
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CoVER: IUP opened its first new academic building in 20 years this spring for the College of 
Humanities and Social Sciences. Photograph by Keith Boyer

lEFT: Homer City native Ben McAdoo ’00, left, pictured with defensive coordinator 
Steve Spagnuolo, was named head coach of the New York Giants in January. 
New York Giants photograph

ABoVE: The cafeteria in Foster Hall, dedicated in 1965, has been closed since the fall semester’s 
end. Components of the campus’s dining master plan include the Crimson Café, open since 
2014; the renovation of Folger Hall, completed in october; and the North Dining commons, 
expected to open in fall 2017 in the footprint of Keith Hall.
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Jane Leonard’s contributions to Indiana Normal 
School—detailed in the story on page 11—led to 
the naming of the original Leonard Hall in 1903. 
When the building caught fire nearly 50 years later, 
two Indiana State Teachers College students, back 
early from Easter break, happened by and contacted 
authorities. Now in their mid-80s, the students, 
cousins Gene Moore ’53 and Russ Snyder, share their 
memories in a story on the IUP Magazine website.

IUP Magazine

IUP Magazine

IUP Magazine

iup-magazine@iup.edu



Mind the Back of the House
Ah, the opening of Folger Dining Hall in 
October 1972—I remember it!

A featured design concept included in 
Folger was a “scatter system,” where 
diners could get trays and silverware at 
one location, entrée in another, desserts 
in another, and beverages in yet another, 
which was a welcome departure from the 
traditional cafeteria line approach. Needless 
to say, it took some time for line-trained 
students to adapt to it, but they did.

Another memorable design feature was 
the not-too-well-thought-out “back of the 
house” dishwashing operation, which 
was, politely put, rather chaotic from the 
outset, with resulting “front of house” 
consequences.

So, it was with a modicum of satisfaction, 
when the vaunted paid designers visited 
to consult with the nameless rabble who 
comprised the dish crews to develop 
enhanced dishwashing processing strategies 
and techniques.

I learned a couple of fundamental lessons 
from that episode. First, include all users 
in early planning and design, no matter 
who they are. Second, befriend the wisest 
people in the building, who tend to be the 
back-of-house folks, like the janitor, the 
maintenance person, and the cafeteria 
staff—for they know it all. No kidding.

Charles Waszczak ’72
Enon, OH

lETTERS

Also Along for the Ride
I would like to mention three other IUP 
safety graduates who were also part of 
the Space Shuttle program: Dan Gompers 
[’82] (Dan was also interviewed and hired 
by Guenter Wendt. He was hired a week 
before me in 1982.), Don Paniale [’85], and 
Mike Hughes [’01]. They played key roles 
in the safety of the program and are highly 
respected safety professionals.

Tom Goodenow ’81
Belle Isle, FL

Baking for Ma
I was reading the IUP Magazine Fall/
Winter 2015 edition and saw the article on 
Ma Folger. I worked for her during the 1954-
55, 1955-56, and 1956-57 school years in the 
bakery, which was under the Sutton dining 
room. She recruited me to work there. I 
worked in the morning getting the bread 
mixes ready, preparing the pans, getting the 
pies ready to be baked, helping to mix the 
ice cream to be served the next evening, and 
making special desserts (usually eclairs) for 
her guests. At noon, my tasks were to clean 
the pans and mop the bakery floor. In the 
evening, the bakery workers ate dinner with 
Ma Folger and then served the dessert for 
the waiters who took them to the students 
in the dining hall. She was a taskmaster, but 
she treated me very well. And yes, her dog 
was with her most of the time, even when 
she had special guests. The job in the bakery 
paid for my schooling at Indiana State 
Teachers College, so I never saw one cent of 
the pay.

Thank you for the memories of Ma Folger.

H. Clark Marshall ’57
Cranberry Township, PA

P.S. After I graduated, I was in the US 
Army Artillery for five-plus years, taught in 
western Pennsylvania for seven years, and 
then taught 27 years for the Department of 
Defense Dependent Schools at SHAPE High 
School in Mons, Belgium.

Editor’s Note: The following letter 
references the story “A Hell of a Ride,” 
from the fall/winter issue.

Author’s Note: I graduated in the fall 
of 1972 with a BS in business and was 
a student employee for two years in 
Sutton and Foster dining halls. Prior to 
my graduation, I was hired by ARA as a 
manager trainee and was involved with 
the Folger Dining Hall opening. I departed 
shortly after the opening of Folger Dining 
Hall to fulfill my military commitment 
resulting from my draft notice and 
subsequent enlistment in the US Air Force.
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Looking around the 
IUP campus—past 
and present—just got 
easier.

The recently redesigned IUP 
website shows off the campus 
with two new features: a set of 
virtual tours and an interactive 
map.

The virtual tours include an 
IUP Then and Now tour, which 
shows how campus buildings 
and other landmarks have 
changed over the decades, and 
a Campus Highlights tour, 
which uses video to showcase 
10 of the most popular places on 
campus.

Seeing Campus from Afar

A view of the 
interactive map, 
above, and of the 
IUP website via 
mobile phone

With the interactive map, 
users can select any of the 
59 buildings on the Indiana 
campus and find pictures, 
information, or (using Google 
Maps technology) directions 
from anywhere on the globe. 
It is particularly helpful 
for in-person visits: Users 
can pinpoint parking areas, 
restrooms, ATMs, and other 
campus features.

The revamped website also 
features a fluid design that 
easily adapts to mobile devices. 
For more on the interactive 
map and virtual tours, go to 
map.iup.edu. m

Haul Out the Memories
As a past president of the IUP Alumni 
Association and a current board member 
of the Foundation for IUP, I read IUP 
Magazine cover to cover. While I always 
find the articles interesting and the 
photography wonderful, the Fall/Winter 
2015 was of particular interest to me. In fact, 
it was perfectly timed! 

Each year around Christmas, I find myself 
humming or singing along with many of 
the Christmas songs that are played in the 
malls and stores. I feel as though I know 
the lyrics to each and every Christmas song, 
thanks to a wonderful music teacher I had 
in elementary school. You can imagine 
my surprise when I sat down one evening 
after shopping to read the latest issue of IUP 
Magazine. Whom did I see gracing page 
11 but my wonderful music teacher Mrs. 
Brown! I had no idea that “my” Mrs. Marian 
Templeton Brown attended Indiana State 
Teachers College.

While your article was a wonderful 
reflection of Mrs. Brown’s days on campus, I 
thought I’d tell you a little about the impact 
she has had on thousands of students 
within the Brentwood school district in 
Pittsburgh. Each year, she worked tirelessly 
to organize the annual Christmas concert 
at both Elroy and Moore elementary 
schools. She worked tirelessly to teach us 
the words and how to properly sing each 
of the holiday tunes, with the list of songs 
changing each year. (Looking back, I’m sure 
that it was somewhat like wrangling cats!) I 
doubt there is anyone who attended either 
school who doesn’t smile and sing along 
when they hear the program finale song:  
“Haul Out the Holly.”

Thank you, Mrs. Brown, for your tireless 
efforts to bring music education to our little 
town and to generations of our students. It 
makes it even better now that I know she’s a 
fellow IUP alumna.

Sandy Koeppl Barsotti ’87
Pittsburgh



A s students and faculty members 
made their way across the lobby 
to class on the first day of the 
spring semester, many said the 

same thing:

“This feels like a real university!”

Not that attending and teaching classes in 
Keith and Leonard halls hasn’t constituted 
a solid university experience, but the new 
building that houses the departments of 
English, Geography and Regional Planning, 
History, Journalism and Public Relations, 
Philosophy, Political Science, and Religious 
Studies has a wide-open feeling, as well as 
numerous spaces for students to tuck in and 
work on their own. Even better, the modern 
classrooms can accommodate technology 
today and for years to come.

In addition to 31 classrooms, totaling 1,835 
seats, and 120 offices, the 126,505-square-foot 
building includes a 250-seat auditorium, 
a great hall, an atrium and Subway 
sandwich shop, eight conference rooms, two 
collaborative classrooms, a public artifacts 
room, specialty classrooms and labs, and a 

rooftop plaza for academic and social space. 
The building is surrounded by John Sutton 
Hall, Stapleton Library, and Clark Hall.

A ceremonial ribbon cutting took place 
in January, at the end of the first week of 
classes. For Yaw Asamoah, dean of the 
College of Humanities and Social Sciences, 
it was a joyous occasion to celebrate a 
new beginning for 7 of his college’s 11 
departments and several programs. It was 
also a time to bid farewell to Keith and 
Leonard halls, which will be razed to make 
way for both the third phase of IUP’s dining 
replacement project and a new building 
for the College of Natural Sciences and 
Mathematics. The dean’s office and the 
departments of Anthropology, Economics, 
and Sociology remain in McElhaney Hall, 
while the Foreign Languages Department is 
staying in John Sutton Hall.

“For alumni—though they may be a little 
sad about seeing their familiar buildings 
go—they may now also celebrate that their 
alma mater takes a big step today in being 
agile and embracing necessary change,” 
Asamoah said.

Perhaps Gian Pagnucci, who chairs the 
English Department, described it best: 
“This is a magical place. It is the first new 
academic building at IUP in over 20 years. It 
is a place where students and teachers will 
learn together. It is a place where people 
will hang out, have fun, eat (healthily, at 
Subway), laugh, work hard, and feel their 
minds fill with wonder and knowledge. 
This building has everything. Not just the 
latest computer technology, the best new 
classroom facilities, beautiful artwork, a 
talking elevator that sounds almost like Siri, 
and the coolest water fountains, but the best 
thinking humanity has to offer. 

“In this building you can read the greatest 
literature, the most brilliant philosophers, 
and the most cutting-edge journalists. 

You can explore the world’s geography, 
its religions, and its political systems. You 
can pursue the wisdom gained throughout 
human history. And, depending on who 
needs a classroom for teaching, you might 
also get a chance in this building to study 
sociology, economics, foreign languages, 
anthropology, Asian studies, Latin 
American and Pan-African studies, and 

Open 
Spaces, 
Modern 
Graces
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New Academic 
Building Is 
IUP’s First in 
20 Years
By Regan Houser

Above: The grand stairs connecting 
the first and second floors of the new 
College of Humanities and Social 
Sciences building

Left: The view from a second-floor 
seating area that overlooks a portion 
of the lobby, facing Sutton Hall
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women’s and gender studies. It’s all here, 
all that possibility, for today’s IUP students 
and for tomorrow’s. And there is one thing 
more, the best thing. This building is full of 
windows that let in the sunlight. So it’s the 
perfect place to sit and write—a report or an 
essay or maybe even a story. For so long, it 
seemed like we might never have such a 
place as this to learn at IUP.” m

Before Thomas Sutton Hall 
was razed in the 1970s, the 
building’s stained glass 
windows were removed and 
placed in storage. The senior 
classes of 2013 and 2014 
designated their class gifts to 
clean and restore the windows 
and hang them in the new 
building. All who pass through 
have a constant reminder of 
the past. John Sutton Hall can 
be seen through the window.

Kevin Patrick, a professor in the Geography and Regional Planning Department, 
taught in a roomy, modern classroom on the semester’s first day. Some of the old 
maps from Leonard Hall also made the trip to the new building.

After the ribbon was cut to celebrate the new building’s opening, Dean Yaw 
Asamoah presented ceremonial scissors to Deanne Snavely, dean of the College 
of Natural Sciences and Mathematics. The university expects to construct its new 
science and math building by 2020. 
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It Was 
Personal

Keith 
School:

By Karen Gresh

 E ven at three years old, I could see that the scene 
was beautiful. Leaves fell in sheets from huge 
trees that lined the walk between the Oak Grove 
and the doors of Keith School.

My mother and I were Oak Grove regulars, frequently 
feeding the always hungry, often rude squirrels. On this 
fall day, though, we were headed to a meeting with Keith 
School’s director, John Davis.

Our way had been paved by my sister, who loved the 
place she called the Lab School. She was 16 when I was 
born and the previous spring had graduated from the 
school’s 10th grade. I was barely a week old when she 
went to the school office to pick up papers that would put 
me on the List.

There was no tuition at the school in those days, but class 
enrollment was capped at about 30. The sooner one got 

on the List, the better the chance of securing 
a place. Because children of Indiana State 
Teachers College faculty members and 
employees received preference, along with 
siblings of current students, disappointment 
was a possibility.

Dr. Davis was very nice. He consulted his 
copy of the List and assured us that the 
following year, when I was four, I would 
start kindergarten. 

Keith School’s predecessors went way 
back. The Model School was housed in 
John Sutton Hall (in the current location of 
the University Museum) as early as 1875. 
In fewer than 20 years, Wilson Hall was 
constructed to house the school, which in 
1907 was renamed the Training School. 
The Junior High School Department was 
established in Leonard Hall in 1921.

The building we were visiting had opened 
during the 1940-41 academic year as the 
Training School. In 1943, its name was 
changed to the Laboratory School. 

Some thought “laboratory” might have 
unfortunate connotations. In 1949, the 
school was renamed in memory of John 
A. H. Keith. At the same time, three other 
previously existing buildings, Fisher, 
McElhaney, and Waller, were also given 
names. 

The school’s names reflected the education 
of teachers. Best practice was “modeled” in 
John Sutton and later in Wilson; fledgling 
teachers were “trained” at the Training 
School; the Laboratory School served as a 
testing ground for teaching techniques.

Not only did many of the college’s students 
practice teaching at the school, but many 
more went there to watch others do it. In 
the early ’50s, John Davis was interviewed 
by the Alumni Bulletin: “Mr. Davis said 
more than 5,000 hours of observational 
work were conducted the past semester. He 
stated that more than 100 planned college 
classes, averaging 40 students per class, had 
visited the school to watch experienced 
teachers at work. The remaining 1,000 hours 
were used by students who came to the 
school when having free periods.”

The supervising teachers—one for each 
grade or subject—were therefore on display, 
the student teachers were on display, and 
the Keith School students were on display. 
Before the observers walked through the 
door, that last group was admonished not to 
look around or to gawk at the visitors but to 
keep its attention firmly fixed on the teacher. 

In 2014, with Keith’s demolition looming, a 
reunion for all alumni was held, and former 
student teachers were included. Many 
invitees made contributions to a book of 
memories.

“I suspect all of us who student taught at 
Keith were terrified when those who would 
be doing their student teaching the next 
semester started to observe our classes,” one 
wrote. “It was not unusual to have more 
observers than students in the class. And, 
more often than not, we had the children 
of some of our professors in the class. (As 
a result of all the visitors to the classes, I 
never had a problem with public speaking 
throughout my career.)”

In the elementary grades, the student 
teachers—four to a grade—came and went 
every nine weeks. In junior high, they 
generally stayed an entire semester. Soon 
after the school opened, a 10th grade was 
added. This meant students could spend a 
total of 11 years there. It also meant that the 
10th graders were only a few years younger 
than some of their student teachers.

As students, we occasionally became 
close to those who taught us. Two student 
teachers, in fact, invited our entire eighth 
grade class to their wedding.

In the early ’40s, when the last students had 
trooped in from Wilson and Leonard (many 
lugging their own chairs), they found a 
building of many wonders. 

As one of the 2014 memorists put it, “It 
truly was a model school when you think 
of all the facilities available which lots of 
public schools did not have at the time, i.e., 
a library, home economics room, industrial 
arts and art room, band room, boys’ and 
girls’ locker rooms, along with a gym that 
doubled as an auditorium, science rooms 

equipped with labs, a typing room, lockers, 
etc.”

My personal favorites were the huge 
windows, the durable blue wall tile (which 
someone in later years misguidedly tried 
to paint in the Demonstration Room), and 
the large library on the second floor, filled 
with sunlight and wonderful books. Our 
first grade room faced south, and a big storm 
blew in late one afternoon. The sky was so 
black and the scene so foreboding that a 
student teacher pulled down the shades to 
keep us from being frightened. 

At first in the new building, all had not 
been perfect underfoot. Two former students 
recall arriving in 1941 to find “sandbags all 
over, holding down the buckling wooden 
floors.” In the gymnasium, the dampness 
made “the lovely parquet flooring…swell 
into tent-like formation.”

Swelling floors aside, the school itself “was 
complete and very good academically,” 
Maurice Zacur told the Penn in 1986. 
Zacur taught general science, biology, and 
geography at Keith in the late ’50s. Earlier, 
he had taught in the public schools. Later, 
he would be an IUP professor.

“You couldn’t run a public school system 
like we did at Keith,” Zacur said. “These kids 
were encouraged to demonstrate individual 
initiative. They had a lot of opportunity to 
do things, and they always demonstrated 
proper behavior.

“It was an easy student body to work with. 
With four student teachers, there was more 
time for individual attention.”

For one student enrolled at Keith from 
1950 to 1961, “the individualized attention 
we received from the student teachers 
was a key to our success, both academic 
and otherwise. For me this included 
conversations on many topics probably not 
known to the supervising teachers.”

Margie Derwart VanDyke and Elaine 
Reschini Judge, leaders of the 2014 
reunion committee, had been Keith 
students in the late ’40s and ’50s. “The 
incomparable teachers encouraged strength, 

Editor’s Note: Since the January opening of the new building of the College of Humanities and Social Sciences, two of the college’s mainstays 
have sat vacant, awaiting demolition. Keith Hall is being razed this spring, and Leonard Hall will come down in the spring of next year. The 
following stories provide different perspectives on the buildings and those for whom they’re named. Karen Gresh, writer of the first, is the 
retired editor of IUP Magazine and a graduate of Keith School.
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One of four plaques—all gifts from Indiana 
State Teachers College’s Class of 1948—
placed on newly named buildings in 1949

Keith in the 1940s, left, and a recent view of 
the back of the building

The school’s Assembly Committee, circa 1965
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independence, and individualism,” 
VanDyke wrote. “The Keith influence 
has been a touchstone in all our lives, 
whether we realized it or not.”

Judge and a surprising number of 
reunion book contributors shared the 
same vivid memories of their Keith 
School experience. One such memory 
was music teacher Aagot Borge. 
Although not much taller than her 
elementary students, she was very big 
on rhythm. We shuffled around the 
gymnasium while she kept time on her 
tom-tom. Most memorable of all was 
her habit of pulling the hair above our 
foreheads, urging us to “Sing h-i-g-h!”

Swimming in Waller Hall’s beautiful 
tile pool was another popular memory. 
Traveling to the pool via the campus’s 
underground steam tunnels—not the 
approved route—was also reported.

The top two memories both took place 
in the Demonstration Room. The first 
was in 1958, when actor Jimmy Stewart 
visited one May afternoon. Until he 
was 15, Stewart had been a student at 
the Training School. Now, as an 
alumnus, he was coming by to say hello.

Two years later, at the end of an October 
afternoon, all the grades gathered to peer at what today would be an impossibly small 
TV. We watched as Pirates second baseman Bill Mazeroski hit a walk-off home run to 
beat the New York Yankees in the seventh game of the World Series. In those days, 
television sets were as rare for Keith as winning the World Series was for the Pirates.

Starting in 1963, grades were gradually dropped from the junior high part of Keith until 
by 1965 it was an elementary school only. In 1969, its students moved across campus, to 
what was at first called the Learning Research Center and later the University School. 

A woman who was a little girl that spring remembered “a sad day as we walked, single 
file, to Davis Hall, carrying the contents of our desks in a brown bag on top of our desk 
chair, leaving Keith School forever.” m

Author’s Note: Many of the quotations that appear here are from Memories of Keith 
School, compiled and edited by Kathy Rend Armstrong for the 2014 reunion.

The Ninth Principal
John Alexander Hull Keith was born in 
Homer, Illinois, a few years after the Civil 
War. He graduated from Illinois State 
Normal University and Harvard, where he 
earned both bachelor’s and master’s degrees. 
He taught at his Illinois alma mater, at 
Northern Illinois Normal School (where 
he also coached football and basketball 
with notable success), and at Columbia 
University’s Teachers College. In October 
1907, he began a 10-year tenure as principal 
of Oshkosh (Wisconsin) Normal School.

The summer of 1917 found the 
Keiths enduring primitive roads and 
misadventures as they traveled to 
Pennsylvania by automobile. Taking office 
on September 1 as the Normal School’s 
ninth principal, Keith would preside over 
several historic transitions.

In 1920, ownership of the school passed, 
after 45 years of private control, to the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. Seven 
years later, Indiana and Mansfield were 
the 9th and 10th of the commonwealth’s 
normal schools to become state teachers 
colleges.

Although he had worked tirelessly to raise 
Indiana Normal School to collegiate status, 
Keith would not be around to preside 
over Indiana State Teachers College. “The 
unexpected has happened,” he wrote to 
the alumni in February 1927. Plumville 
native John Fisher, elected governor a few 
months earlier, had appointed Keith state 
superintendent of Public Instruction.

Both men served full four-year terms (the 
maximum for a governor at that time). 
Less than a month after he left office, Keith 
died in Harrisburg at age 61. Services were 
conducted in what is now Gorell Recital 
Hall, and Keith was buried in Oakland 
Cemetery.

—Karen Gresh

Half a century apart: Rachel Sternfeld 
teaching political science, at top, and Lida 
Fleming teaching third grade in the ’60s

‘Aunt Jane’: 
IUP’s George 
Washington
Normal School Preceptress 
Inspired Thousands

By Bob Fulton

Jane Leonard likely fretted over job 
security in the early days of IUP, 
when financial woes plagued the 
school and, according to historical 

accounts, the Indiana County sheriff on 
more than one occasion knocked on the 
institution’s doors and demanded payment.

In a sublime bit of irony, Leonard wound 
up working for 46 years at a college that 
very nearly foundered not long after its 
founding. She was a faithful servant who 
lived to see Indiana Normal School not only 
survive, but thrive.

Leonard emerged as a towering figure at 
INS, serving as preceptress—analogous 
to a dean of women—and teaching, at 
various times, English literature, history, 
and geography. The affection others held 
for their beloved “Aunt Jane” is apparent 
in the multitude of letters sent to campus 
following her death and later bound into 
a thick memory book preserved in IUP’s 
Special Collections and Archives. In page 
after page, alumni and former colleagues 
offer paeans of praise and describe how 
Leonard touched their lives.

“It’s interesting how many of her students 
were at a loss for words—they’re not 
quite sure how to explain the enormity 
of her influence,” said Charles Cashdollar 
’65, professor emeritus of history, who is 
working on a book about IUP. “Some of 
the presidents, when they write tributes to 
her, have the sense that she is exactly what 
made this place successful. There’s one letter 
in that memory book where the person 
writes that Jane Leonard is to Indiana as 
George Washington is to America.”

She outlasted all of the other faculty 
members who reported for work when 
Indiana Normal School opened on May 
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John A. H. Keith, 
circa 1917

Keith School’s Acorn 
yearbook staff, circa 1955

Jane Leonard, from the 1912 
Instano yearbook. At right, a 
recent view of the building 
named for her.
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17, 1875, with 150 students filing through 
the doors of John Sutton Hall, then the 
only campus building. By the time Leonard 
retired in 1921, her virtues were all but 
woven into the fabric of the institution.

“While the presidents came and went—
some stayed for only a year or two—for 
nearly 50 years she remained and helped 
the school get through those early, 
tumultuous times,” said Theresa McDevitt 
M’89, professor, IUP Libraries, who has 
written extensively about the history of 
women at IUP. “She was the preceptress, 
she taught, she adjudicated any kind 
of student conduct issues, ran faculty 
meetings, did continuing professional 
education for graduates through the alumni 
newsletters, began alumni affairs, was 
career services in that she used her networks 
to place graduates, did religious education, 
organized the library—she had such an 
impact. She was the one who really shaped 
the character of the university.”

Leonard Hall, named in her honor, will be 
razed next spring, but Leonard’s legacy will 
not be so easily erased. That INS evolved 
into the IUP of today is in large measure 
due to her leadership, vision, and tenacity.

She arrived on campus after teaching at 
Millersville Normal School, her alma mater. 
Leonard’s faith in the fledgling institution 
proved unshakable, notwithstanding its 
occasional brushes with bankruptcy.

“During all those dark days of adversity, 
Miss Leonard stood a tower of strength, 
calm, serene, self-possessed, confident, 
and reassuring,” reads a Board of Trustees 
resolution from 1915, commemorating the 
40th anniversary of the school’s founding. 

“No thought of failure ever occurred to her 
far-reaching mind. And this position she has 
maintained from year to year, until now 
she, as well as all of us, can see the fruits of 
her labor and persistence.” Leonard was, the 
resolution continued, a “guiding spirit that 
animated and made possible this success.”

The guiding spirit reference is particularly 
apt, given that her apartment in Sutton 
Hall was described as a “mecca” for INS 
students, who flocked to her for counsel 
and encouragement. Especially the women. 
“Her girls,” as they were known, saw in 
Leonard the sort of woman they aspired to 
become.

“There’s a statement in the memory book in 
which a girl writes that Jane Leonard was 
the first really well-educated woman she’d 
ever met,” Cashdollar said. “A lot of these 
kids came from a rural farm background. 
They’re not particularly sophisticated. And 
they see her, elegant and educated and 
bright—a real class act—and they’re much 
impressed.”

Leonard opened their eyes to possibilities.

“She was cultured, articulate, 
knowledgeable, worldly,” McDevitt said. 
“She loved classical music and art; she 
knew poetry. She introduced students who 
had never traveled much beyond western 
Pennsylvania to a whole new world.”

Leonard also acted as something of a 
surrogate parent, especially to her girls, 
providing comfort to those suffering from 
homesickness or romantic troubles and 
instilling confidence in those overwhelmed 
by the rigorous academic demands.

“In word and deed, she has been a mother 
to a great majority of young women 
who have attended the Normal School 
since its establishment as an institution 
of learning,” noted the Board of Trustees 
resolution of 1915, “accepting the cares 
and responsibilities incident to the lives of 
young girls separated from their parents 
and thrown upon the world without this 
friendly protection.”

Leonard’s devotion to her students and 
dedication to her school never wavered. She 
was held in such high esteem by all that 
when she retired—by then an institution at 
the institution—Leonard was granted the 
title of preceptress emeritus and permitted 
to keep her apartment in Sutton. Her death 
there on April 6, 1924, at the age of 83, 
plunged the campus into mourning. “The 
life of ‘Aunt Jane’ was a benediction to the 
school and to the community,” noted the 
Indiana Evening Gazette. “The memory of 
her will long be revered, and the passing 
years will soften the recollections of one 
for whom so much sorrow is now being 
expressed.”

That sorrow was felt most keenly by the 
women who had blossomed under her 
supervision. So many succeeded in life 
because Aunt Jane had functioned as their 
polestar, lighting the way.

“The type of womanhood developed 
in the thousands of girls under her 
care during 50 years of service is 
eloquent witness regarding her 
discharge of the duties in the difficult 
position of preceptress,” former INS 
president David J. Waller wrote in the 
1925 Instano, the school yearbook. 
“Not superficial in her interest, 
remembering the circumstances 
elicited by careful inquiry, gentle, 
respecting the personality of each, 
appreciating the possibilities 
represented in them, she took them 
under her protecting wing and made 
them her friends for life.”

Following her funeral service in 
the Normal School chapel, grieving 
students, colleagues, and community 
members lined both sides of 10th Street 
and bowed their heads as Leonard’s 
casket was borne to the railway station 
for transport to her native Clearfield 
County.

“Since that day [INS was founded], 
thousands of young people have come 
under her instruction and care,” the 
Reverend Elliott S. White, Leonard’s 
pastor at the Methodist Episcopal 
Church of Indiana, wrote in the July 
1924 Normal Herald, the school’s 
alumni publication. “They learned to 
respect and love her, for she did not 
confine her teaching to the books but 
taught those principles which turned 
their thinking upward towards life’s 
higher ideals. They found her a true 
woman and a good friend and went 
away after their graduation feeling 
that her life had been an inspiration to 
them.”

Leonard had long since become the 
embodiment of all that was good 
about the school. Having shaped 
the character of her students and the 
institution they attended, she left an 
indelible mark in her nearly half-
century on campus.

“We…thank God that Jane Elizabeth 
Leonard lived and served at Indiana,” 
wrote INS president John A. H. Keith 
in the 1925 Instano. “The sentiment 
is echoed in the heart of every friend, 
of every associate, of every one of the 
tens of thousands of students, of the 
relatives of these students, and of all 
of those who knew what her service 
here has been. We and the unending 
generations that shall come to know 
Indiana are her debtors.” m

It reads like an entry in a Robert Ripley 
volume: Believe it or not, Jane Leonard 
once turned down a marriage proposal from 
former president James Buchanan.

Leonard’s students believed, the longtime 
Indiana Normal School preceptress having 
regaled them with the story over the years. 
Newspapers of the day even reported on 
the romance, which supposedly began 
while Leonard was teaching at Millersville 
Normal School, not far from Buchanan’s 
Wheatland residence in Lancaster County, 
and continued after she was hired at INS.

“Their affair waxed warm and the 
attachment grew stronger,” noted a 1911 
Johnstown Democrat account. “The climax 
in the little affair…was reached one clear 
moonlight night in early summer, when 
both happened perchance to be at Indiana 
Normal. They were seated beneath a 
budding elm tree, which like themselves 
gave promise of reaching to still greater 
heights.”

Buchanan, according to the article, popped 
the question. Leonard declined, presumably 
because she preferred to devote her life to 
education. Fact is, the campus rendezvous 
chronicled in the Democrat never 
happened. Buchanan couldn’t have visited 
INS—he died in 1868, seven years before 
the school was founded.

However, it’s possible they were 
acquainted.

“I would be surprised if they weren’t,” said 
Charles Cashdollar, IUP professor emeritus 
of history. “Put it this way—she’s teaching 
American history at Millersville, and there’s 
a former president four miles away. She’s 
going to find a way to meet him. So, okay, 
I’m convinced they knew each other.”

But did Buchanan, described in the 
Democrat piece as a “dashing youth,” 
though nearly 50 years Leonard’s senior, 
really offer her his hand in marriage?

“She says he proposed—she always told 
her students that,” Cashdollar said. “What 
I don’t know, and I don’t think we ever 
will, is whether it was done playfully or 
seriously. I mean, you could imagine the 
conversation: Why don’t you marry me, 
give up that teaching job at Millersville, 
come move in here? You know, kind of 
bantering, flirting, whatever. So who 
knows?

“But all of the stories about his proposing 
under an elm one day on the Indiana 
campus are hogwash.” m

—Bob Fulton

The original Leonard Hall, built in 1903, was destroyed by fire in 1952. Two years later, 
the new Leonard opened in the same location. Returning early from Easter break on 
April 14, 1952, cousins Gene Moore ’53 and Russ Snyder discovered and reported the 
Leonard Hall fire. Their memories of that day appear in a story on the IUP Magazine 
website.

A Leonard stairwell, doubling 
as a bulletin board, in 2015

Dalliance with 
an American 
President

James Buchanan, circa 1860, 
and Jane Leonard, circa 1890
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 Race: 
The Next Step

By Elaine Jacobs Smith

Some of these may sound familiar: a fraternity banned at 
the University of Oklahoma after members were caught 
on video singing a racist chant, a former University of 
Mississippi student sentenced to prison for hanging a noose 

on a statue, protests at UCLA after students wore blackface to a 
Kanye West-themed fraternity party, and protests over the handling 
of racist incidents at the University of Missouri that led to the 
resignations of the president and the chancellor.

For every Mizzou shakeup, the Journal of Blacks in Higher 
Education lists many more occurrences of racist slurs yelled, 
scrawled, or posted on social media and other affronts to minority 
culture on college campuses. 

While they may be growing more prevalent in the media, it’s not 
clear whether these incidents are on the rise. The US Department 
of Education reported 146 cases of racial harassment in fiscal year 
2015, down 18 percent from the previous year, but up 50 percent 
from 2009. And, according to a study by UCLA’s Higher Education 
Research Institute, only 13 percent of minority students report racial 
incidents to campus authorities. 

During finals week in December, the spotlight shone on IUP after a 
student shared a photo on video-messaging application Snapchat. It 
showed a group of African American students talking in the library’s 
lobby with a superimposed caption: “monkeys stay in groups.” A 
screenshot made its way to other social media venues and went 
viral.

The incident sparked a protest on campus and set in motion 
conversations, policy reviews, beefed-up trainings, grass-roots 
efforts, panel discussions, and other events that are continuing 
this spring—and maybe indefinitely—to address what President 
Michael Driscoll called “the disease of racism.”

Driscoll’s message was clear: This was a racist incident, it wasn’t 
the first, and IUP won’t tolerate it.

He said that IUP and society must also address issues in the 
realms of gender, sexual orientation, socioeconomics, and more, 
but “given the strength of the incidents in the country and 
where we are right here and right now, it’s clear we need to 
focus on racism as the next step.”

While Driscoll has lots of support, on campus and in the 
community, he and the others know the task will take all hands. 
And that’s a start.

Finals Week, 2015
Yasmeen Stephens saw the December Snapchat post four days 
before graduating with an IUP sociology degree. Like many, 
she saw the photo as the last straw flung on the proverbial 
camel’s back. Coming to Indiana from West Oak Lane, a diverse 
neighborhood in Philadelphia, she had little experience 
with racism. But in Indiana, she said, she endured slurs, 
confrontations, and being followed and harassed by a truckload 

of white men while she walked alone at night. In the last year, 
things were especially heated, she said. At a Greek meeting last 
spring, members of historically African American groups arrived 
with tape over their mouths to protest comments made on a group-
messaging app. Stephens said the comments, made in connection 
with the Baltimore riots, were about exercising the right to bear arms 
and using minorities for target practice.

After the Snapchat post on December 8, Stephens felt she needed to 
do something. With help from her department, she booked space in 
the Hadley Union Building the next day to join in a race relations 
webinar. But the conversation among students in attendance 
drowned out the webinar. “They really wanted to get their 
frustrations across,” Stephens said. “They felt as though they weren’t 
being heard.”

Eventually, they decided to march to Wallwork Hall, where 
another meeting was going on. Driscoll and other administrators 
were discussing the Snapchat post with about 30 leaders of student 
organizations. 

During the march, Stephens worked to keep tempers in check. “I 
was preaching calm, to be honest, so white people wouldn’t see us 
as monkeys, because that’s not who we are,” she said. “As long as 
we were marching in a positive manner and being calm and not 
disrespectful, I felt like that was the way to go.”

Driscoll learned of the Snapchat photo, and of subsequent threats to 
the student who made the post, through a phone call around 2:30 
a.m. He then scheduled discussions for that day with his cabinet, 
with a small group of faculty and staff members of color, and with 
the large group of student leaders in Wallwork Hall.

He agreed that the uproar and IUP’s response were not about one 
racist incident; the Snapchat post was “just the latest symptom.” In a 
message to the campus community that day, he said that in recent 
months he had seen many examples of name-calling and blaming 
groups for the actions of individuals. “I have felt a growing sense of 
unease about how we talk about and treat each other,” he wrote.

Outside Wallwork Hall, Driscoll addressed the marchers as the 
daylight waned. He would later praise the students “for stepping up 
to engage a serious issue, a hurtful issue for them, in strong, positive 
ways.” 

He answered their questions about safety, diversity, free speech, and 
hate speech, but he said policies to protect students prevented him 

from discussing any disciplinary actions taken against the creator 
of the Snapchat photo or anyone who threatened that student. 
His underlying message was that IUP needs to do better on race 
relations. “To be that place that we want to be, we have to work 
together,” he said.

Upon students’ return from winter break, Driscoll outlined the 
university’s next steps on race: enhanced diversity instruction 
at all student and employee orientations, starting this semester; 
opportunities to discuss race and racism, including a university-wide 
symposium in April; and the appointment of two new groups—an 
ad hoc group, charged with reviewing policies and suggesting 
revisions to reinforce the need to treat others with dignity, and a 
President’s Commission on Diversity and Inclusion, focused on 
recommending new policies, course work, training, and other 
activities to move the university forward.

Race over Time
In Theo Turner’s opinion, the December Snapchat photo was the 
most significant race-related event at IUP in 20 years. A longtime 
member of the IUP Student Affairs Division, Turner ’95, M’98 was 
a student when he and an estimated 400 others marched to the 
Indiana Mall in February 1995 to protest its treatment of minorities.
According to Turner, store clerks kept an intrusive watch on students 
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 Yasmeen Stephens led a discussion 
December 9 at the HUB about racism 
on campus. At left: A Racial Justice 
Coalition for Change rally in January 
in front of the library.

Students marched from the HUB to Wallwork Hall to talk 
with President Michael Driscoll after a racist post was 
spread via social media.

Theo Turner, interim 
director of IUP’s Center 
for Student Life
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of color as they shopped, and mall stores wouldn’t consider minority 
students for jobs. The final straw, he said, was when an argument 
between an African American student and a mall security guard led 
to the student’s arrest. With some direction from sociology professor 
Harvey Holtz, students organized the silent march and presented 
mall leadership with a list of demands, including diversity training 
for mall employees and the hiring of more minorities.

“It was one of the most impactful events I’ve ever been a part of,” 
Turner said.

Now interim director of the Center for Student Life, Turner still hears 
stories from African American students about people crossing the 
street to avoid them, locking car doors as they walk by, and yelling 
racial slurs from vehicles—something smartphone cameras are 
helping them take action against. 

Other groups also report discrimination.

Faculty advisor to the Muslim Student Association, Michelle 
Sandhoff said Muslim students find the campus and community 
supportive overall, but they still face challenges in finding places to 
pray and access to halal food, similar to the idea of kosher.

Sometimes, they hear statements associating Islam and Muslims 
with terrorism. “It’s offensive to be compared to terrorists, and it can 
feel like the community doesn’t want you here,” Sandhoff said.

Incidents like the shooting last fall of a Muslim taxi driver in 
Pittsburgh also make them fear for their safety, she said.

Chair of the Hispanic Heritage Council at IUP, Marjorie Zambrano-
Paff said some of her Hispanic and Asian students experience 
discrimination because of their accents. She used the example of 
store clerks slowing their rate of speech or losing patience when 
explaining a term. “Patience and respect are the key to coming to an 
understanding,” she said.

She also sees the need to strengthen existing Latino organizations on 
campus, since many students feel they lack a hub. “After the second 
year, some of them come to tell me they’re moving because they 
don’t feel represented, and that is concerning. That is painful,” she 
said.

According to the UCLA study, those feelings of isolation are fairly 
common at schools with low diversity, or minority populations of 20 
percent or less. The study showed that about 45 percent of minority 

students feel some level of exclusion and about 60 percent report 
being the target of discriminatory verbal comments. IUP’s student 
population is about 19 percent minority.

Craving Connections
From his time as an undergraduate and campus minister at Penn 
State, Melvin Jenkins M’92 knew the connections minority students 
needed and often lacked on low-diversity campuses. Soon after he 
moved to Indiana in 1988, even before he started graduate school 
and embarked on a 24-year career at IUP, Jenkins engaged students 
in a choir that would become known as Voices of Joy.

“Spiritual life is part of the cultural experience of many students 
of color, and I was able to use my skills and abilities as a spiritual 
leader to give them a little taste of what I perceived they weren’t 
getting here,” said Jenkins, chair of IUP’s Developmental Studies 
Department.

When students asked for more, Jenkins started holding Sunday 
services in the HUB. Victory Christian Assembly, as the congregation 
became known, moved into its current location along Church Street 
in 1990.

Jenkins’s work with the choir and church has always been 
voluntary, and he thinks he was born to do it. “I can’t tell you how 
many people tell me, ‘If not for my connection to the church, I never 
would have made it,’” he said. “I think it’s priceless.”

As an undergraduate, Malaika Moses Turner ’95, M’99, D’15 
immediately got involved with Voices of Joy. As the choir’s leader, 
Jenkins became a mentor, she said, and he could answer her 
questions and tell her when he thought she was out of line or 
needed to work harder. “He could say that to me more than anyone 
else could,” she said.

Now the assistant director of residential living at IUP, Malaika 
Turner said “relatability,” the connection with faculty and staff 
members of color, is something minority students at predominantly 
white institutions need.

“There are pockets of folks across campus who are staff or faculty of 
color who become point people for students of color, to try to help 
them navigate through the system,” she said. But with roughly 120 
minority faculty and staff members (about 9.6 percent) and nearly 
2,600 students of color, those point people get spread a bit thin.

Malaika Turner fills that role for many students, even on the 
Punxsutawney campus, where she helped open the residence hall 
about a decade ago. Being part of a smaller community, students of 
color in Punxsutawney struggle with social connections, she said, so 
she visits the campus weekly. She also works with Developmental 
Studies faculty member Luke Faust to help students who start in 
Punxsutawney transition to the Indiana campus in their second 
year.

Her husband, Theo Turner, also continues to be involved in 
Punxsutawney. As the campus’s assistant dean of students for seven 
years, he played a mentoring role, but he also set out to improve 
relations with the community, often perceived as unwelcoming to 
minority students. Turner met with police and eventually got up to 
40 area businesses involved in the campus’s Family Weekend event. 
Soon, a number of Punxsutawney students, including students of 
color, began working at Walmart, McDonald’s, Wendy’s, Tres Amigos, 
and other local spots.

“It was a matter of integrating, of doing some things to positively 
impact the community and give a different perspective, especially of 
students of color, because they’re part of that community,” he said.

While Theo Turner believes every student needs a point person 
or mentor, he said minority students with a “me, myself, and I” 
attitude, meaning they feel they need to do everything on their 
own, especially benefit. To this day, Turner has three mentors: Frank 
Cignetti ’60, M’65, his former football coach; motivational speaker Joe 
Martin; and Jenkins, his mentor since college.

Jenkins, who estimates he’s mentored thousands of IUP students 
“from all walks of life,” said a mentor’s number-one value is listening 
without judgment.

“It helps them just to get it out,” he said. “If they find an adult who 
will listen to them without being a parent or fussing over them or 
straightening them out, they’ll come back time and again.”

Changing the Climate
Perceptions of isolation, discrimination, and support are part of 
what the university is trying to measure with its Campus Climate 
Study. The project started with an electronic survey of students and 
faculty and staff members a year ago and continued this spring with 
interviews and focus groups coordinated by Sociology Department 
faculty members Melanie Hildebrandt and Melissa Swauger ’97.

Pablo Mendoza agreed to take on the climate study when he became 
assistant to the president for Social Equity in the summer of 2013. 
Mendoza has been involved in multicultural programs in higher 

education for more than 30 years. In 
fact, he had his first diversity training 
as a 10th grader in the San Diego 
Unified School District.

He expects the climate study to 
lead to a diversity action plan that 
would dictate funding decisions, 
programming, policy making, space 
allocation, hiring, and more.

“The climate study will be the benchmark from which these 
activities can take place,” Mendoza said. “One of our problems in this 
society is that we try to do things on gut instinct, but it’s hard to do 
anything without data.”

Mendoza expects to have a final report on the climate study in 
August. Initially, those findings will help inform a diversity plan 
his office is piloting with the College of Education and Educational 
Technology. 

The Social Equity office is also working with the College of Natural 
Sciences and Mathematics to pilot a bias-recognition program. This 
project targets any unconscious bias people have of who will “fit in” 
in their department, Mendoza said. “It becomes highly problematic, 
because people tend to hire people who are similar to themselves.”

Mendoza expects to launch the pilots in the next year and, if they 
work, implement them in the remaining colleges. He said about five 
years should be a good measure of whether the faculty has become 
more diverse and the university more diversity oriented. “So it’s a 
long-term thing,” he said.   

While diversifying the faculty is aimed at helping students feel 
more connected at IUP, so too is a feasibility study investigating 
the conversion of Elkin Hall into a multicultural center. The shared 
center is expected to provide more space for student organization 
meetings and other activities.

In addition to those and other efforts at the institutional level, about 
30 members of the faculty, staff, and student body came together 
on Martin Luther King Day to form the Racial Justice Coalition for 
Change.

“It shows that there are people on campus who care and who want 
to work to make IUP a better place,” said Hildebrandt, the coalition’s 
coordinator.

The group held rallies against racism in the Oak Grove at the start of 
the semester and organized small-group discussions in the weeks 
leading up to the university’s April symposium. That event’s keynote 
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Melvin Jenkins led a rehearsal during an IUP 
Voices of Joy reunion weekend in April 2014.

Malaika Turner and Luke Faust help students 
transitioning from Punxsutawney to Indiana.

Melanie Hildebrandt, left, and Melissa Swauger 
conducted interviews for the Campus Climate Study.



C ount among those 
who used his power 
and position to create 
opportunities for 

others Dick Macedonia, a 1966 
IUP graduate and former CEO 
of Sodexo. Eight years after 
Macedonia’s retirement, the 
global hospitality company 
continues to reap the benefits 
of the inclusion initiative 
he started. In 2015, Sodexo 
marked six years straight as a 
DiversityInc top-five company.

The inspiration for the inclusion 
plan came from epiphanies 
Macedonia had late in his career. 
The first was when an African 
American mentee revealed 
he took a lateral transfer to a 
different state just to escape a 
policeman who was harassing 
him. Growing up poor in 
Pittsburgh’s Manchester area, 
Macedonia believed profiling 
was an economic issue, not 
a racial one. “It changed my 
viewpoint,” he said.

The second epiphany came 
when an African American 
affinity group at Sodexo asked 
Macedonia to be its corporate 
sponsor. He asked members 
what they expected of him. Their 
answer: access.

“It blew my mind,” he said. 
“I thought they already 
had access.” Some were vice 
presidents, and all were at 
corporate headquarters. “Even 
with the success they had, they 
felt they weren’t inside the 
bubble.”

Macedonia described the bubble 
as that “gem of sponsorship”—an 
informal vote a senior executive 
gives a junior manager that leads 
to advancement in the company.

Equipped with new information, 
Macedonia set out to make 
Sodexo truly inclusive. To him, 
that means the playing field 
is level for people of any race, 
gender, or background—not just 
to get a job, but to advance.

One of the problems, he said, 
is that leaders tend to promote 
people of their own likeness. 
“That’s what I started to attack, 
and that’s where I got most of 
my traction.”

Macedonia laid out the 
argument that an inclusive 
environment was imperative 
to the company’s success, and 
deviating was not an option. “It 
didn’t take long,” he said. “If you 
put all those ducks in line, you 
can move a culture pretty quick.”

The inclusion initiative also 
addressed mentoring and put 
the onus on the company to give 
employees—often women—
who tend not to join their 
bosses on the golf course or for 
drinks after work, opportunities 
to get that informal advising 
elsewhere.

For anyone entering the 
workforce, white males included, 
Macedonia recommends finding 
a place that’s inclusive. “It’s an 
indicator of the future success of 
that company,” he said. 

“An inclusive company will 
unleash the talents of 100 
percent of its rank and file. In the 
marketplace, that’s hard to beat.” 
It also helps the company keep 
the talent it has.

To Macedonia, talking about 
diversity and inclusion is “like 
reading verses from the Bible,” 
he said. He believes building 
those cultural sensitivities is 
possible only through exposure.

“You’ve got to make yourself 
vulnerable enough to sit down 
and listen,” he said. “If you do, 
you’ll get some epiphanies.” m
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speaker is women’s studies scholar Peggy McIntosh, author of the 
1989 essay “White Privilege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack.”

A Different Kind of Privilege
In her essay, McIntosh describes the concept of white privilege 
as “an invisible package of unearned assets” granted to white 
people solely on the basis of race and separate from any economic 
advantage. In a list of its daily effects, she includes such things as 
going shopping without being harassed and being late to meetings, 
swearing, or dressing sloppily without th0se behaviors being 
associated with her race.

The essay, along with subsequent teachings, suggests that building 
an awareness of what it means to be white is key to understanding 
the experiences of other races and, ultimately, to reducing 
discrimination.

“For a couple decades, we’ve lived with this color-blind ideology that 
if we don’t see race, there’s no racism. Or, it’s racist to talk about race,” 
Hildebrandt said. “I think that does a lot of damage to people who 
experience discrimination or bias. So I think moving away from that 
and starting to have those conversations is a healthy thing.”

In diversity trainings at other workplaces, Mendoza has illustrated 
the concept of white privilege with the “privilege walk.” Participants 
stand in a line, hold hands, and step forward or backward depending 
on his instructions. The question that creates the greatest divide: 
“Can you call upon the police knowing that they will help you?” 
He instructs those who answer yes to take two steps forward and 
those who say no to take two steps back. White participants are often 
shocked at the results, he said.

“I believe trainings are helpful in getting majority individuals 
just for an hour to develop a sense of what it might be like to be a 
minority,” he said.

In sociology classes, Hildebrandt and Swauger use games to 
illustrate societal privilege. In the Neighborhood Game, developed 
by one of Swauger’s graduate school colleagues, Kathleen Bulger 
Gray, two teams are given resources to build a community, but the 
teams don’t know the game is stacked. Swauger described a well-
developed community on one end and stick houses on the other 
when the game is over. While members of the poor team figure 
out they have fewer resources, she said members of the wealthy 
team often say they thought the other team was “playing the game 
wrong” or “couldn’t get along” or “didn’t try hard enough.”

In Stump the Race, Hildebrandt separates the students by race, and 
they come up with 10 questions about their culture they think the 
other teams can’t answer. “The white students really struggle to 
stump the other groups,” she said.

Hildebrandt uses the game to show students how much the majority 
controls—from whose ideas are promoted to whose news is shown to 
whose music gets played. “Being a minority, you kind of know how 
that goes,” she said.

The sociologists say their greatest gains in developing cross-cultural 
understanding are through immersion programs attached to the 
department’s Global Service Learning courses. Swauger takes a group 
to Jamaica, Hildebrandt to the Navajo Nation, and Susan Boser to 
Brazil, in collaboration with Amizade Global Service-Learning, a 
Pittsburgh nonprofit.

After students live with Jamaican families and build relationships 
with locals, they begin to see resorts and other tourist spots as 
artificial, Swauger said. For example, a $12 hamburger at Jimmy 

Buffett’s Margaritaville loses its appeal when students see their 
Jamaican friends eating bagged lunches. “Students very physically 
experience the exclusion,” Swauger said.

The effects of the immersion experience can be lasting, she said. 
“They change majors, they get involved, they have passions they 
didn’t have before they went.”

In addition to Swauger and Hildebrandt, many others at IUP 
emphasize the need for greater support for service projects, events, 
organizations, and trainings that increase cultural sensitivity and 
create better global citizens—things they say are sorely needed in a 
country in which, according to the Pew Research Center, minorities 
will be the majority by 2050. 

“I think the university’s job is to broaden students’ perspectives that 
there are other lifestyles, other religions, other ways,” Malaika Turner 
said. “But I also think it’s our job to help students communicate their 
differences of opinion. You don’t have to accept everything, but 
you definitely have to learn how to respect it and how to work with 
everyone.”

Most agree that the first step in building this understanding is 
communication, which starts with the events and conversations 
going on this spring.

Driscoll emphasized the need to create “safe spaces” for these 
conversations to encourage open reflection. “We need to find ways to 
talk honestly about our own experiences and really listen, without 
being judgmental, to other people’s experiences, so we can start to get 
a feel for others’ paths through their lives. It’s fundamental to how 
we come together and learn and go forward.” 

Open to Change
Some at IUP believe the most effective way to help people 
understand the experience of other races is to hear it from someone 
of their own race.

Jenkins thinks the best results in reducing racism will 
come from bringing in speakers like McIntosh; Jane Elliott, 
considered a diversity training pioneer with her “blue eyes—
brown eyes” exercise from the 1960s; and activist and author 
Tim Wise.  

“If you bring any big-name person of color to speak here, it 
would be a nice program for one day,” Jenkins said. “People 
would clap politely, and then they’d go about their business.” 

In contrast, speakers like Elliott and Wise make people angry 
and uncomfortable but have the credibility to make them 
listen, he said.

Wise’s documentary White like Me, adapted from his book of 
the same name, was central to a community panel discussion 
in January that focused on the concept of white privilege. In 
the film, Wise delves into the history of advantages for white 
Americans, but he also connects the audience with examples 
of white Americans who stood up against racism—like Will 
D. Campbell, who joined black students in 1957 as they 
walked amid threats and insults into the newly integrated 
Little Rock, Arkansas, public schools, or Joan Trumpauer 
Mulholland, who sat with African Americans protesting 
segregation at a Woolworth’s lunch counter in Jackson, 
Mississippi, while onlookers hurled food, condiments, and 
insults at them.

One of the panel’s participants, Shirley Howard Johnson 
’75, M’80, a professor in the IUP Early Childhood/Special 
Education program, suggested that white people should not 
feel guilty about the privilege they receive. Instead, they 
should think about what they can do with it to empower 
others.

A longtime administrator in Indiana County public schools, 
Johnson talked about working for 17 years as a counselor 
in the Penns Manor School District, a rural district that 
had no other employees of color at the time she was hired. 
“Somebody said, ‘You know what? I need five votes for this 
to happen,’ and somebody came forward and used their 
privilege, their power, to help empower me to be able to 
change the lives and to interact in the lives of children,” she 
said. “So that’s one way we can look at it as a positive. Yes, it 
exists, accept it, and what can you do with it?”

Since her December graduation, Yasmeen Stephens returned 
to Philadelphia and is matching children in foster care with 
adoptive families for Wendy’s Wonderful Kids. As a sociology 
graduate, she’s familiar with the advantages of having 
someone of the same race help a person empathize with 
another race. But her personal experience has shown her that 
she, as an African American woman, can help bridge that gap 
with the majority as well.

She gave the example of a relationship she developed with a 
lab professor.

“I went the extra mile, and I think that in her typical 
interactions with minority students, she saw a lack of 
guidance or lack of effort,” she said. “I didn’t show her that. I 
showed her that I was trying.”

She said she and the professor are still friends.

“To change a person’s perspective, I think sometimes it just 
takes a little bit of closeness,” she said. “But the other person 
has to be open, too.” m

“I think the university’s job is to 
broaden students’ perspectives 
that there are other lifestyles, 
other religions, other ways. But 
I also think it’s our job to help 
students communicate their 
differences of opinion. You don’t 
have to accept everything, but 
you definitely have to learn 
how to respect it and how to 
work with everyone.”

— Malaika Turner

Retired Sodexo CEO Dick 
Macedonia ’66

Changing 
Corporate Culture
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NAMEDRoPPERS

In her heart of hearts, 
Brianna Liebold ’11 
believes she wouldn’t 
stand where she does 

today if not for her IUP track 
and field coaches, Michelle 
Burgher M’13 and Kurt 
Duncan. Their help came not 
in landing a job after college but 
years earlier.

If not for them, Liebold said, she 
wouldn’t be tough enough to 
handle the challenges she faces 
now as a first-year head coach 
of a fledgling program.

“Oh my gosh,” Liebold said, 
her voice rising as she spoke 
of Burgher and Duncan. “My 
coaches at IUP completely 
changed me, 110 percent, as an 
athlete and an individual. They 
made me the type of person 
who can handle anything. And 
I don’t think I would have been 
able to handle everything here 
at Cheyney without them. They 
broke me down, but then they 
built me back up. They were 
tough, but every chance I get, 
I thank them. I often tell my 
athletes about IUP and how 
hard they were on us.”

Liebold served as an assistant 
coach for four seasons at 
Cheyney University before 
she was promoted in August to 
interim head coach of the men’s 
and women’s cross country and 
track and field programs.

Although the Wolves regularly 
field talented athletes, low 
participation and poor results 
in recent years have taken a toll 
on morale. Some days, Liebold 
has more events to fill than she 
has available athletes.

That makes for some tough 
days on the track, and yet, she 
couldn’t be more excited about 
the opportunity she’s been 
given. She hopes to influence 
athletes’ lives in the same way 
her IUP coaches influenced her.

“You can’t come into a 
situation, knowing what it 

is, and not have some type of 
motivation to fix it,” she said. 
“There are some days I think 
I’m never going to fix it, and 
then there are days I think, 
‘Hey, there’s lots of potential.’ 
The good days outweigh the 
bad. The important thing is to 
keep the athletes believing.”

Liebold admitted to being “in 
over my head” during the fall 
semester, but she said she’s 
made progress on changing 
the culture and is now focused 
on creating an “atmosphere 
of championship-minded 
athletes.”

With her growth as a coach 
come frequent reminders of her 
models at IUP.

“I still see coaches Burgher and 
Duncan from time to time, and 

I always tell them how much 
I see them in me when I say 
certain things,” Liebold said. “I 
think to myself, ‘I just sounded 
like Coach Burgher there.’”

Alumni Notes 
A former IUP football standout 
and All-Pro NFL offensive 
lineman, Chris Villarrial 
’95 was tabbed the Northeast 
Conference Coach of the Year 
after leading the St. Francis 
Red Flash to a breakout season 
last fall. The Red Flash went 
7-4 to record the team’s first 
winning season since 1992. A 
member of the IUP Athletic 
Hall of Fame, Villarrial climbed 
to third place on the school’s 
wins list last fall, raising his 
career total to 24 victories in 
six seasons. Villarrial played 
11 seasons in the NFL with 

Chicago and Buffalo. Joining 
him at St. Francis is Marco 
Pecora, who played one season 
at IUP in 2013 after transferring 
from Pitt. Pecora is entering 
his third season as the Red 
Flash’s defensive backs coach. 
In January, Chase Haslett 
M’15 was hired as an offensive 
quality control assistant at the 
University of Nebraska. Son 
of Jim Haslett ’91, a former 
IUP All-American (1976-78), 
the younger Haslett was IUP’s 
starting quarterback in 2014 
and early last season.

After spending the past 
two seasons playing 
professional basketball in 
his native Uruguay, Marcel 
Souberbielle ’14 was drafted 
in December by Leones 
de Ponce, one of the top 
professional teams in Puerto 

Rico. Souberbielle played two 
seasons in his hometown of 
Montevideo with Malvin, 
which competes in the Liga de 
las Americas, the top league 
in South America. A four-year 
player at IUP, Souberbielle 
helped lead the Crimson 
Hawks to two Pennsylvania 
State Athletic Conference 
championships and four NCAA 
tournament appearances. His 
1,169 career points put him at 
19th on the school’s all-time 
scoring list.

Kristen Tunno ’11 is in her 
second season as the head 
softball coach at Glenville State 
College, a Division II school 
in West Virginia. Tunno was 
a starting outfielder for IUP in 
2011, when the Crimson Hawks 
won a school-record 38 games 
and captured their first PSAC 
and Atlantic Region titles en 
route to their first appearance 
in the College World Series. 
Tunno still ranks second in 
school history with a .370 career 
batting average and fourth with 
192 career hits. She also ranks 

in the top 10 in several other 
offensive categories, including 
at-bats, RBIs, doubles, triples, 
and total bases.

An assistant softball coach 
under Bill Graham on that 
2011 PSAC title-winning team, 
Megan Timpf M’10 is back 
on the East Coast after one 
year at UNLV, and she has 
turned her focus exclusively 
to coaching. A 2008 Beijing 
Olympian and a member of 
Canada’s national team since 
2005, Timpf announced her 
retirement in January. She is 
in her first season as the top 

assistant for Division I Stony 
Brook University in New York. 
Since leaving IUP after the 2011 
season, she has made stops at 
Division II Barry University 
in Florida and UNLV before 
landing the Stony Brook job.

Gabrielle Hoffman ’08 is in 
her eighth season as the long 
jump and triple jump coach 
for the Cumberland Valley 
High School track and field 
program in Mechanicsburg. Her 
father, Bill Hoffman ’74, is a 
longtime sprints and hurdles 
coach for McDowell High 
School in Erie. 

A standout midfielder on IUP’s 
field hockey teams that made 
back-to-back appearances in 
the national semifinals in 2006 
and 2007, Sylvia Guerrieri ’10 
completed her first season as the 
girls’ field hockey head coach 
at Yorktown High School in 
Arlington, Virginia. She led the 
Patriots to an 8-10-1 mark.

A lifelong hockey enthusiast 
who played for the IUP men’s 
ice hockey club for five seasons, 
Patrick Damp ’14 serves 
as an account executive for 
the Wheeling Nailers, the 
Pittsburgh Penguins’ East Coast 
Hockey League affiliate. Damp 
joined the Nailers in January 
of last year as a media relations 
intern.

Alex Gett ’07, M’12 is in his 
third season as a strength and 
conditioning coach in the 
Kansas City Royals’ minor 
league system.

In January, the University of 
Pittsburgh athletic department 
hired Kelly Dumrauf ’13 as a 
media relations assistant. She 
previously served in a similar 
capacity at the US Military 
Academy at West Point. 

Kyle Heckelman ’13 is 
regional sales manager for 
Monumental Sports and 
Entertainment in Arlington, 
Virginia, which owns and 
operates the NHL’s Washington 
Capitals, the NBA’s Washington 
Wizards, the WNBA’s 
Washington Mystics, and 
Washington, DC’s Verizon 
Center.

And at IUP, Steve Roach ’01 
was promoted in December 
to succeed Frank Condino 
as director of athletics. Roach 
took over the role on an 
interim basis in January of 
last year, following Condino’s 
retirement. He previously 
served two years as the athletic 
department’s associate director 
and compliance officer. Before 
that, Roach worked in athletic 
administration for five years at 
Millersville and for two years at 
Slippery Rock. m

BY MIRZA ZUKIC

A former IUP All-American in the long jump, Brianna Liebold, left, leads the cross country and track and 
field programs at Cheyney University.

Former IUP football standout Chris Villarrial earned Northeast Conference Coach of the Year honors for 
leading the St. Francis Red Flash to a breakout season.

For up-to-the-minute news on IUP 
sports, visit www.iupathletics.com. 
There you’ll find all the latest news 

Namedroppers can’t bring you because 
of deadline constraints.
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Fall/Winter Old Photo
A 1980s photograph from the IUP Archives 
featuring Phi Delta Theta fraternity brothers 
at Miller Stadium appeared in the Fall/
Winter 2015 edition of the magazine. In 
response to the photo, Harrison Wick, 
university archivist, heard from a handful 
of alumni: Amy Hand ’86, M’87, Eva 
Marczinko ’87, Bill Honnef ’88, Sharmon 
Winters ’88, and John O’Connor ’91.

Honnef provided the most complete list 
of identities of the fraternity brothers. In 
his words, left to right: “Dean Westerman 
[’93] (rear, only right eye and hat showing); 
David Wolczko [’88] (hand on his shoulder); 
Greg Varner [’88, M’95] (front, looking to his 
left); Jeff Diez [’87] (rear, directly above Greg, 
looking straight at the camera, mouth open, 
a very gregarious and beloved brother who 
tragically passed in 1990); Paul Connahan 
[’86] (next to Jeff in rear, only eyes and 
hair showing); Tony [Joseph Anthony] 
Onomastico [’86] (center, with glasses, 
looking at the camera); Mark Dzuka [’87]; 
Chris Villella [’87] (tongue sticking out); and 
Bob Comfort [’87].”
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SCHOLARSHIP TO 
OPPORTUNITY

An activist who is passionate about 
human rights for everyone around the 
globe, Shalom Haileselassie is grateful 
for her IUP experience, which includes 
a high-value relationship with a mentor 
and a scholarship that has opened an 
opportunity of a lifetime.

Today, Shalom is an anthropology 
major, but she enrolled at IUP for the 
archaeology program—until she picked 

up a research assistant position in the 
Mid-Atlantic Addiction Research 

and Training Institute and met its 
director, Victor Garcia.

“He knew before I did that 
cultural anthropology was 
my calling,” said the senior 
from Pittsburgh. At MARTI, 
she has been involved in 

a variety of projects, including tracking 
health issues of migrant farm workers.

Her academic journey also has included 
an internship at the Smithsonian 
Institution, and she currently is 
completing a study-abroad experience in 
Chile.

“My financial aid was cut this year, but 
thanks to Dr. Garcia, I found the Dean’s 
Merit Scholarship, which covers my 
tuition. I’d not have had the opportunity 
to do these things without the 
scholarship,” she said.

For that, Shalom thanks everyone who 
supports scholarships at IUP.

“Whether your gift is small or large, it 
helps. You are helping to ensure we’ll 
have opportunities to be in school and 
receive an education.”

When you give to scholarships, you 
create extraordinary experiences.
www.iup.edu/GivetoScholarships
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Paranoid? Who, Me?  
Public reaction to military 
exercises in Texas last 
summer served as the basis 
for psychology professor 
David LaPorte’s essay on 
paranoia that appeared in Time 
magazine’s “The Conversation.” 
He addressed threats to 
security and privacy—from 
the government’s monitoring 
of electronic activity to the 
prevalence of stolen identity to 
the ability to be tracked by cell 
phones—as well as the threat of 
terrorism.

“All of these threaten our sense 
of safety,” LaPorte wrote. “But 
is there scientific evidence that 
these factors have resulted in 
increased rates of paranoia? 
Admittedly, no. But there is 
precedent for environmental 
factors contributing to increased 
rates of mental illness.” m

Taking It to the City  
Faculty members in the 
Department of Professional 
Studies in Education will 
begin delivering course 
work to future teachers at 
the Community College of 
Allegheny County and at Butler 
County Community College, 
thanks to new agreements. 
Participating students will earn 
an associate degree through 
CCAC or BC3 and a BSEd degree 
through IUP. CCAC students 
will earn credentials to teach 
general subjects in grades 
six through eight and math 
or science in grades seven 
and eight. BC3 students will 
prepare to teach students in 
prekindergarten through fourth 
grade and to teach special 
education for students in 
prekindergarten through eighth 
grade.

Faculty Deaths

Thomas Goodrich, a 
professor emeritus who 
retired in 1994 after 27 years 
in the History Department, 
died November 5, 2015.

Walter Laude, a professor 
emeritus who retired 
from the IUP Libraries in 
2005 after 26 years at the 
university, died November 
6, 2015.

George Miltz, who retired 
in 2002 after 35 years of 
teaching Latin and Greek 
at the university, died 
December 24, 2015. 

Robert Moore, a professor 
emeritus who retired in 
1986 after 25 years in the 
Biology Department, died 
November 22, 2015.

Thomas Schaub, a 
professor emeritus who 
retired from the Department 
of Philosophy and Religious 
Studies in 1999 after 
teaching over a 30-year 
period, died October 19, 
2015.

Charles Weber, a professor 
emeritus who retired 
from the Geography 
and Regional Planning 
Department in 1986 after 
15 years of service, died 
October 9, 2015.

MENToRS

The following former 
faculty members died in 
recent months:

Milestone 
Generosity

$100,000 from the Reschini Group in support of football and 
men’s basketball

$100,000 from the estate of Dorothy Brown Ruoff ’50 to 
benefit scholarships

$43,000 from Jim Dickey ’64 and Mary Ann Dickey. This gift 
supplied an equipment kit for every nursing major entering the 
clinical experience in the spring semester.

$35,000 from Michael Zang ’73 and Karen Focht Zang ’73 to 
establish a scholarship endowment for students who commit to 
IUP’s Military Science Department

$30,000 from Terry Serafini ’61 in support of the Sutton 
Scholarship

$25,000 from Sue McMurdy ’78 in support of initiatives for the 
College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics

$25,000 from the Leonard and Mary Jane Schafer 
Foundation in support of the Lively Arts program

IUP received the following gifts of $25,000 or more, made 
to the Foundation for IUP between November 1 and 
February 22. The university community thanks all who 
invest in IUP and its students.

If you know the identity of anyone in this photo or when the photo was taken, Harrison 
Wick, IUP Special Collections librarian and university archivist would love to hear from 
you. He’s also interested in acquiring IUP memorabilia, photographs, and more. Contact 
him by e-mail at hwick@iup.edu.
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ACHIEVEMENTS

Young Achievers
Six graduates of the last 15 years were honored in November with 
Young Alumni Achievement Awards. The IUP Ambassadors, a 
student group that supports the Office of Alumni Relations, sponsors 
the awards program. Each recipient represents an academic college:

College of Health and Human Services: 
David Andrews ’05, M’08, executive director, YMCA of Greater 
New York

College of Education and Educational Technology: 
Tom Baker M’05, Allegheny County councilman; chief community 
affairs officer, Big Brothers Big Sisters of Pittsburgh

College of Humanities and Social Sciences: 
Erin Lambert ’05, assistant professor of history, University of 
Virginia

College of Fine Arts: 
Rebecca Mir ’10, associate manager, Digital Media and Online 
Learning, Guggenheim Museum

College of Natural Sciences and Mathematics: 
Michael Moyer ’04, chief operating officer and partner, 
Environmental Services Laboratories and Environmental Land 
Surveying Solutions

Eberly College of Business and Information Technology: 
Andrew Melhorn ’08, senior account manager, Smith & Nephew, 
Inc.

Student Trustee 
Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf in March appointed Erika 
Fenstermacher to the IUP Council of Trustees. She is an IUP 
junior majoring in psychology with a minor in sociology and a 
concentration in gerontology. Fenstermacher, of Corry, will serve as 
student trustee until her graduation in 2017.

Zooming Onward
Faculty members in the Department of Employment and Labor 
Relations have been using an unusual technology that enables 
them to give the personal touch of a class lecture, no matter where 
the students are seated.

Called Zoom, the technology brings together students seated in the 
lecture room with the professor and students seated in front of their 
computers and webcams in remote locations—home or workplace. A 
dual-screen setup enables all remote participants to see the activity 
in the classroom, while classroom participants can see all remote 
participants. 

At present, the department is using the technology in the Master 
of Arts in Employment and Labor Relations program and in the 
Master of Science in Health Services Administration program, which 
it offers jointly with the Department of Nursing and Allied Health 
Professions.

Accolades
• The Best Counseling Degrees website ranked IUP’s Doctor of 
 Psychology in Clinical Psychology program among the top 
 five programs of its kind in the nation.

• For the second year in a row, U.S. News & World Report ranked
 IUP’s online Master of Arts in Criminology program among 
 the top 10 online graduate criminal justice programs in the nation.

• The Princeton Review has selected IUP for the 16th year in a row  
 for its annual college guide, The Best 380 Colleges, 2016 edition.

• For the fifth year, publisher Victory Media selected IUP for its list  
 of Military Friendly Schools.

• Washington Monthly selected IUP for the seventh year in a row  
 for its national ranking of schools based on contributions to   
 society. In The Other College Guide, Washington Monthly also  
 ranked IUP a “Best Bang for the Buck” university. 

What makes Ben McAdoo ’00 stand out isn’t that he 
works in the NFL, or that he’s a head coach in the 
league. More than a dozen other IUP alumni have 
either played or coached in the pros. One of them, Jim 

Haslett ’91, was a head coach while McAdoo was studying health 
and physical education at IUP. 

What makes McAdoo’s situation unusual is that he’s the first IUP 
alumnus to play or coach in the league without having played a 
down for his alma mater. Not that it seems to have hindered him 
much. 

The 38-year-old McAdoo has coached in the NFL in some capacity 
for the past 12 years. He got the opportunity of a lifetime January 14, 
when the New York Giants promoted him to replace Tom Coughlin 
as the franchise’s next head coach. McAdoo served as the Giants’ 
offensive coordinator the previous two seasons, and before that, he 
spent time with the New Orleans Saints, San Francisco 49ers, and 
Green Bay Packers.

But for McAdoo, a future in the NFL may have seemed unlikely. The 
son of a coal miner, McAdoo played football at Homer-Center High 
School, and he figured that would be the extent of his career in the 
sport.

McAdoo was the first person in his family to attend college, and he 
took that seriously. He graduated from IUP summa cum laude and 
then earned a master’s degree in nine months from Michigan State. 

“That was important,” he said in an interview with NFL.com. “I 
wasn’t sure I always wanted to do that, but I figured in the end that 
was probably the best way to get ahead. 

“When I was done playing, I had a hard time finding things to 
replace the competition. I used academics to do that.”

Along the way, McAdoo also found that he missed football. As an 
undergraduate, he coached at the high school level, but he spent a 
year away from the sport while pursuing his master’s degree. That’s 
when he realized he longed to coach. Three years later, he got his 
start in the NFL.

“I realized all along I wanted to work in sports,” McAdoo said. “I just 
got there a little different way than most.”

In New York, McAdoo will have another IUP graduate with him on 
the sideline. In February, he announced the hiring of Frank Cignetti 
Jr. ’89 as quarterbacks coach. The Giants are Cignetti’s fifth NFL team 
since he broke into the league with the Kansas City Chiefs in 1999. A 
former college coach as well, Cignetti has spent eight seasons in the 
NFL in various offensive coaching roles.

In another off-season move, the Cincinnati Bengals hired Haslett 
in January as linebackers coach. Perhaps IUP’s most recognizable 
football alumnus, Haslett returned to the NFL after one season as a 
consultant for Penn State. An NFL coach for 21 years, he was the first 
IUP graduate to serve as a head coach, leading the Saints from 2000 
to 2005. During his nine years as a player, Haslett appeared in 94 
games and was named 1979 Defensive Rookie of the Year.

By IUP’s count, Haslett, Cignetti, and McAdoo are among at least 17 
alumni who have either coached on the field or played in the NFL 
since 1970. 

In that time, seven have been selected in the NFL Draft, starting 
with the Steelers’ selection of Dave Smith in 1970, followed by Lynn 
Hieber to the Bengals in ’76, and Haslett to the Buffalo Bills in the 
second round of the ’79 draft, which remains the highest selection 
for an IUP player. Next came offensive linemen Chris Villarrial in 
1996 and Leander Jordan in 2000, followed by wide receiver LeRon 
McCoy in 2005 and defensive back Akwasi Owusu-Ansah in 2010. 
Kris Griffin, Jason Capizzi, John Jones, and Mike Jemison were also on 
NFL rosters after signing free agent contracts.

Others in the coaching circuit include Jim Hostler ’90, a tight ends 
coach for the Indianapolis Colts entering his 17th season as an NFL 
assistant; Bob Ligashesky ’85, most recently a special teams coach 
for the Houston Texans and now an assistant at the University of 
Illinois; Jack Henry ’69, an NFL offensive line coach through 14 
seasons, whom McAdoo considers a mentor; and Tony Marciano ’78, 
an NFL assistant for eight seasons and current assistant head coach 
at the University of the Incarnate Word in Texas. m

Giant 
Leap
McAdoo Takes ‘Different 
Way’ to Coaching’s Top Tier

By Mirza Zukic

Young Alumni Achievement Award recipients for 2015, from left: 
Michael Moyer, Erin Lambert, David Andrews, Andrew Melhorn, 
Rebecca Mir, and Tom Baker

Michael Korns ’81, M’03, D’09, associate professor, lecturing via 
Zoom

Ben McAdoo became the 
New York Giants’ head 
coach in January.
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ALL ABOUT AlUMNI
1940s
Don Cassatt ’42, president 
of his Indiana State Teachers 
College senior class, and his 
wife, Betty Butts Cassatt ’43, 
celebrated their 72nd wedding 
anniversary on January 26. 
They have two children and 
four grandchildren. 

1950s
In October, the IUP Writing 
Center was renamed in honor 
of the late Kathleen Jones 
White ’56, dean emerita 
of IUP’s College of Human 
Ecology. Her husband, David, 
commemorated her love 
of reading and writing by 
establishing an endowment to 
support the center. Kathleen 
died in 2006.

1960s
Retired English teacher Janice 
Bonacci Dembosky ’64, 
M’68 has published her first 
book, The Bond Woman: An 
Amish Woman in Love with 
a Man on ‘the Outside.’ It’s the 
fictional story of an Amish girl, 
Hannah Miller, who begins 
work as a housekeeper for a 
bachelor-farmer and eventually 
falls in love with him. When 
he takes a wife, Hannah sets 
out to punish him, and her 
actions affect not only the new 
couple, but also her family and 
community. Janice promises a 
sequel is in the works. She lives 
in the Indiana County village 
of Home with her husband, 
Everett Dembosky ’65, M’70. 

After 47 years in pastoral work 
and ministerial training, Dean 
Grabill ’68 recently retired 
from full-time ministry. He 
and his wife, Karen, live in 
Illinois and plan to be available 
for pulpit supply and interim 
pastorates.

1970s
Friends from the late ’60s at IUP 
recently celebrated the 67th 
birthday of James Colaianne 
’70 at the Zelienople home 
of Dolly Selby, wife of the 
late Larry Selby ’70. Those 
attending included Kathleen 
Durkin ’70, M’76, Paul 
Phillips ’70, M’75, Ed Rieber 
’70, and Dane Konop ’75. A 
photo appears in Alumni Extra. 

After 45 years, Karen Binkley 
’71, M ’76, D’97, Linda 
Anthony DeCaspers ’71, 
and Barbara Brecker, who 
attended IUP from 1967 to ’70, 
got together in November for 
a visit to campus. They invite 
other freshmen from 1967 
who lived on the third floor 
of Thomas Sutton Hall to join 
them in reconnecting. Contact 
Linda at lindadecaspers@gmail.
com. A photo from the group’s 
campus visit appears in Alumni 
Extra.

After more than 43 years with 
the Lee County School District 
in Florida, Nancy Ward 
Hamilton ’71 has retired. 
She taught early childhood 
education training classes at 
Fort Myers Technical College for 
34 years, family and consumer 
sciences classes at Cypress 
Lake’s high school and middle 
school, and early childhood 
courses as an adjunct professor 
at Edison State College, now 
Florida Southwestern. Along 
the way, she received many 
teaching awards and served as 
a SkillsUSA advisor and as state 
president of the Florida affiliate 
of the American Association of 
Family and Consumer Sciences. 
She continues to hold officer 
positions in many professional 
organizations. Her priorities 
in retirement include travel, 
sewing, photography, and 
spending more time with her 
family, she said.

In September, Aarhus 
University in Denmark 
presented John Kopchick 
’72, M’75 with an honorary 
doctorate in medicine. One 
of the world’s top experts on 
growth hormone and associated 
growth factors, John has worked 
in collaboration with Aarhus 
scientists and students for 20 
years. In 1989, he developed the 
first specific growth hormone 
antagonist, which became the 
basis of the drug Somavert, 
used to treat acromegaly and 
gigantism. Aarhus researchers 
assisted with human clinical 
trials of the drug. John is a 
Distinguished Professor of 
Molecular Biology and Goll-
Ohio Eminent Scholar in the 
Department of Biomedical 
Sciences at the Heritage College 
of Osteopathic Medicine and 
at the Edison Biotechnology 
Institute at Ohio University. 

Members of the classes of ’73, 
’74, and ’75 held their second 
annual informal reunion 
in September. The weekend 
included golf at the Chestnut 
Ridge resort in Blairsville, 
watching the IUP football 
game against Lock Haven, 
and stops at various Indiana 
establishments. The group 
included Ralph Barone ’73, 
George Bender ’73, Gary 
Cleaver ’73, Bob Davic ’73, 
M’77, Mickey Fazio ’73, Jim 
Griffith ’73, John Kostka 
’73, Tom Listwak ’73, John 
Shaffer ’73, Bob Young ’73, 
Paul Beam ’74, Charlie 
Morgan ’75, Fred Gagliardi, 
and Charlie Parke. A photo 
appears in Alumni Extra. The 
group hopes to welcome more 
alumni and friends for this 
year’s gathering. Contact George 
at benderg@zoominternet.
net or Paul at pbeam1417@
comcast.net for details.

Recently retired as an 
elementary guidance counselor 
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Nearly 30 years ago, Joan 
Frey Boytim ’55, M’64 
spoke up at a Los Angeles 
convention against the 
photocopying of sheet 
music and caught the 
attention of an editor 
with the Hal Leonard 
Corporation, the world’s 
largest music publisher. 
She ended up publishing 
her first set of songbooks 
in 1991. Dozens of 
songbooks later, Joan 
reached another career 
milestone early last year 
with more than a million 
copies in sales. “Never in 
my wildest dreams,” she 
said. “It’s amazing.”

Originally from 
Kutztown, Joan has 
been a private voice 
teacher for more than 
50 years and still sees 32 
students a week in her 
Carlisle home studio. 
She also remains active 
as a clinician at national 
events, especially at 
conventions of the 
National Association of 
Teachers of Singing. Joan 
said the last of her 60 
songbooks, a collection 
of favorites offered in 
different keys, will come 
out this summer.

Joan is a 2007 recipient 
of the IUP Distinguished 
Alumni Award for 
Service. She and her late 
husband, James Boytim 
’59, M’66, established six 
scholarships at IUP.

After graduating from ISTC, 
Joe Whiten ’56 went on to 
spend 18 years in the Army 
on active duty and reserve 
assignments. In that time, he 
said he developed a respect 
for the military that, years 
later, led him to organize an 
annual golf outing to benefit 
veterans near his home in El 
Dorado Hills, California. 

In just two years, the Serrano 
Salute to Valor has raised 
$52,000 to provide veterans 
with services including 
funding for college, 
service dogs, hospice care, 
counseling, and scholarships 
for their children. According 
to Joe, the event’s golf 
portion has become 
secondary. The tournament’s 
extra touches—musical 
performances, a flyover by 
World War II fighter planes, 
and military equipment 
displays, to name a few—
draw the most support.

For his efforts, Joe was 
named El Dorado County’s 

Veteran of the Year in 
November. A story written 
for the county newspaper 
appears on the Alumni Extra 
website.

Joe previously worked as 
a research chemist, and 
at age 82, he continues to 
work in chemical sales 
and sales management. He 
enjoys traveling with his 
wife, Marilyn, to historic 
landmarks across the 
country.

Those who follow Punxsutawney Phil’s 
annual forecasts may appreciate the IUP 
ties to the events of February 2. Six alumni 
are members of the Groundhog Club’s Inner Circle, the top-
hat-wearing group responsible for carrying on Groundhog 
Day traditions each year. 

An Inner Circle veteran, Ron Ploucha ’71 was elected into 
the club nearly 20 years ago. One of two handlers of Phil, 
Ron takes care of the celebrity groundhog and his extended 
family and takes Phil to his many appearances throughout 
the year. Ron’s role is appreciated: When the Altoona Curve 
welcomed Phil as the celebrity guest last July, the ball club 
gave away bobblehead toys in Ron’s likeness, with Phil in 
tow. That toy, along with a bobblehead of Phil’s other handler, 
John Griffiths, now appears in the National Bobblehead Hall 
of Fame and Museum in Milwaukee. When Ron’s daughter 
Jillian Ploucha Knox ’01 was married in October, the 
reception took place on Gobbler’s Knob, the Groundhog 
Day grounds. A photo from the reception appears on the 
Alumni Extra website. Ron taught high school math in 
Punxsutawney for 37 years and has been retired since 2011. 

Alumni joining Ron on the Inner Circle are Harry (Butch) 
Philliber M’84, retired businessman, who serves as the 
club’s historian and manager of the information building; 
local chiropractor Dave Gigliotti, an IUP student in the 
early ’90s, responsible for the four-hour stage show that 
precedes the forecast each year; A. J. Dereume ’03, an oil 
and gas employee, who makes sure Gobbler’s Knob facilities 
are ready for the big day; Patrick Osikowicz ’04, president 
of Made-Rite Concrete Corporation and the Inner Circle’s 
newest member; and Jason Grusky ’05, a high school math 
teacher in charge of Phil’s school-related activities and of 
communicating with the club’s chapters worldwide. Learn 
more at www.groundhog.org.

Members of Sigma Sigma Sigma celebrated the sorority’s 
100th anniversary with a reunion on campus in October. The 
weekend’s events included a tour, president’s reception, and 
football game. From left: Marilyn Fleming Sabatos ’65, 
Louise Wozniak Barnes ’63, Peggy Frace Maser ’63, and 
Marilyn Wallbaum Krushinski ’61. A full-group photo 
appears in Alumni Extra.

From left: Pat Osikowicz, Dave Gigliotti, 
Ron Ploucha with Punxsutawney Phil, 
and Jason Grusky
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The Mentoring Partnership of 
Southwestern Pennsylvania’s 
board of directors honored 
Colleen O’Donnell Fedor 
’82, TMP executive director, 
with the Thieman Award in 
October. Named for former US 
attorney and TMP Honor Board 
member Frederick Thieman, 
the biannual award honors 
a Pittsburgh-area mentoring 
champion. In Colleen’s 15 
years with the organization, 
TMP has served more than 
500 local mentoring programs 

and trained nearly 13,000 
volunteers.

A member of the Home 
Builders Association of Greater 
Cincinnati for more than a 
decade, Ray Neverovich ’82 
was elected the organization’s 
president for 2016. The 
Cincinnati division president 
of Drees Homes, Ray has 
been active in residential 
construction for more than 
30 years. He has chaired the 
HBA’s home show, served as 

a board member and trustee 
for the Ohio Home Builders 
Association, and acted as 
local director for the National 
Association of Home Builders. 
He served four years in the 
Navy before attending IUP. 
Ray lives in Union, Kentucky, 
with his wife, Jill, and enjoys 
golf and shooting sporting 
clays.

In December, the Pennsylvania 
House of Representatives 
appointed David Reddecliff 
’82 its chief clerk, responsible 
for the House’s daily operations. 
David has held a variety of staff 
positions in the House in the 
last 33 years. Most recently, he 
was director of administration 
for House Speaker Mike Turzai.

Suzy Kuhn Teele ’82 has 
taken a new job as chief 
marketing officer for fi360, Inc., 
a financial services firm based 
in the Pittsburgh area. Suzy 
continues to be active with the 
IUP Alumni Association. A past 
president, she currently serves 
on the Communications and 
Strategic Planning committees.

Corinne Hosfeld Smith M’82, 
has written a nonfiction book 
for middle-grade students, 
Henry David Thoreau for 
Kids: His Life and Ideas, with 
21 Activities, published in 
January by Chicago Review 
Press. The book combines 
biographical information 
with suggestions on ways 
young people can incorporate 
Thoreau’s philosophies into 
their everyday lives, Corinne 
said. Her first book, released 
in 2012, was Westward I Go 
Free: Tracing Thoreau’s Last 
Journey. Learn more at www.
corinnehsmith.com.

With her new book, L.I.F.E. 
(Learning Information for 
Everyday): Challenge Your 
Teen’s Basic Knowledge, Beth 
Verscharen Carey ’83 reaches 
out to adults to make sure 
teenagers are equipped with 
life skills. She gives suggestions 
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health counseling from IUP in 
2013.

Partnership for 21st Century 
Learning granted “Exemplar” 
status to the Goddard School, a 
preschool in Cedar Park, Texas, 
owned by Butch Aggen ’76, 
M’78. Goddard is the only Texas 
preschool and one of only 40 
public or private schools in 
the country to be awarded this 
status. In January, Cedar Park’s 
Chamber of Commerce named 
the school its Business of the 
Year, based on its service to 
customers and the community.

The International College of 
Dentists presented Camille 
Kostelac-Cherry ’76 with 
an honorary fellowship in 
November. Camille has served 
as chief executive of the 
Pennsylvania Dental Society 
for more than 20 years. The 
fellowships recognize service 
to the cause of dental science or 
contributions to the promotion 
of the dental profession.

Thomas Grogan ’77 recently 
became a member of the 
board of directors of Ronald 
McDonald House Charities. A 
partner in the accounting firm 
Brock, Schechter & Polakoff, 
Thomas is a certified fraud 
examiner and a certified 
financial planner. He is active 
in the New York State Society 
of CPAs and in the Buffalo 
community.

In a role befitting her name, 
Margaret Judge Amoroso 
’79 was sworn in as a judge in 
the Delaware County Court 
of Common Pleas in January. 
Many family members and 
friends were in attendance, 
including one of Peg’s former 
roommates, Trish Carey 
Fisher ’81. Photos from the 
ceremony appear in Alumni 
Extra.

1980s
Paintings by John Bell ’80, 
professor of art at Blue Ridge 

Community College in Virginia, 
and Ned Wert ’58, his IUP 
painting professor, were part of 
an exhibit, Mentors: Shaping 
Life and Art, at the community 
college’s Fine Arts Center 
Gallery last fall. John wrote of 
Ned’s influence on him as a 
student, artist, and teacher: “His 
teaching and encouragement 
in the classroom were a great 
influence in my decision 
to major in painting and, 
eventually, to become a teacher 
myself. We have kept in touch 
and remained friends ever since 
my IUP days.”

At the end of last year, Michael 
Nugent ’80 retired as captain 
of the Westbrook, Maine, police 
department. Ten days later, he 
took a new job as deputy chief 
of the Kennebunk department. 
Mike and his wife, Diane, a 
physician, live in Wells.

St. Francis University’s Randy 
Frye M’80 was named to 
Pennsylvania Business 
Central’s list of Top 100 People 
for 2015. Randy is founding 
dean of the university’s 
School of Business, director 
of the Graduate School of 
Business and Human Resource 
Management, and a professor of 
management.

In September, Martin 
Hodovanich ’81 was among 
hundreds of competitors in 
Challenge Cedar Point, a full 
triathlon in Sandusky, Ohio. He 
finished third in his age group 
with a time of 15 hours and 12 
minutes. Participants had to 
swim 2.4 miles, bike 112 miles, 
and run 26.2 miles.

Houston resident Dale Hosack 
’81 was elected to the board of 
directors of Special Olympics 
Texas and will serve a two-
year term. Last year, he was 
appointed to the organization’s 
President’s Advisory Council. 
Dale is chief financial officer at 
Western Container Corporation, 
the second-largest producer of 
plastic bottles for the Coca-Cola 

Bottling System. He and his 
wife of 30 years enjoy sporting 
events, concerts, and traveling 
the world.

Communication design 
specialist at the University 
of Pittsburgh, Michael 
Tarquinio ’81 earned six 
Certificates of Excellence in the 
2015 American Graphic Design 
Awards competition. This 
marked his 15th consecutive 
year of AGDA recognition.

in the Wallenpaupack Area 
School District in Hawley, 
Ed Martin ’73 published his 
first book last year. Joseph, 
Froggy & Mrs. Slattery is 
based on the true story of one 
of Ed’s former students who 
overcame selective mutism, 
which Ed classifies as an 
anxiety disorder. Ed said he 
has written other books, some 
based on his experiences in 
school counseling and some 
about his family life, and he is 
currently seeking a publisher. 
Joseph, Froggy & Mrs. Slattery 
is available through major 
retailers.

After successfully defending 
her dissertation in October, 
Constance Kohler 
Youngblood ’73 earned her 
doctor of education degree 
from Youngstown State 
University in December. 
Her dissertation is titled “A 
Study of Change: Exploring 
the Impact of a Professional 
Learning Community on 
the Implementation of a 
Federal Art Demonstration 
Grant in Three Northwestern 
Pennsylvania Elementary 
Schools.” After 41 years in 
public education, Connie retired 
last summer as superintendent 
of the Penncrest School District.  
She is currently an educational 
consultant.

For her newly released 
album, The Lost Lady, pianist 
Donna Coleman ’74 chose 
music that links “diverse eras 
and styles to tell the story of 
Ragtime, of Bach the improviser 
and borrower, of Chopin’s 
improvisations that influenced 
Jazz pianists a century later.” It 
is her second fully self-produced 
album for her label, OutBach. 
Donna has recorded five other 
albums and the Concerto for 
Piano and Orchestra, written 
for her by Daniel Perlongo, IUP 
professor emeritus of music. 
She has traveled the world on 
concert tours and, following 
a Fulbright Senior Scholar 
Fellowship, has spent the last 

20 years working in Australia. 
She said her mentor at IUP 
was Nicolò Sartori, with whom 
she studied the Bach chorale 
prelude arrangements featured 
on her new album. Her work is 
available on CD Baby and other 
major retailers.

Susan Jabbour McMichael 
’74 has adopted two 
daughters—Miguelina, on 
February 22, 2010, and Lillian, 
on September 21, 2015.

A photographer from the 
Shepherdstown, West Virginia, 
area, Dane Konop ’75 was 
the featured artist for February 
at Gifts Inn in Boonsboro, 
Maryland. He exhibited his 
Rivermaids photo ensemble, 
focusing on the interplay 
of sunlight, water, and the 
female form. He describes it 
as “his visual homage to the 
magical spirits that humans 
for millennia have believed 
inhabit rivers, lakes, and 
streams, usually in female 
form.” Photographs of his work 
and a “meet the artist” session 
appear in Alumni Extra. 

Frank Muto ’75 has retired 
after more than 36 years in 
education—20 as a senior high 
biology teacher in the Plum 
Borough School District and the 
last 16 as director of information 
technology in the Franklin 
Regional district in Murrysville. 
Frank has also been a 
consultant in instructional 
technology integration, 
an adjunct professor at 
Waynesburg University’s 
Monroeville center, and a 
teacher for the RiverQuest 
river learning center in 
Pittsburgh. He and his wife, 
Mary Theresa Magliocco 
’74, have three children and 
three grandchildren. Retired life 
couldn’t be better, he said.

A therapist with Family 
Services of Western 
Pennsylvania, Rebecca 
Wilson Reitz ’75 received a 
master of arts in clinical mental 



Anyone who has 
returned to IUP for an 
alumni event since 
1992 has probably 
attended one that 
Mary Jo Banks Lyttle 
’86, M’89 played a part 
in planning.

Mary Jo, IUP’s 
longtime Alumni 
Relations director, 
died in December after 
battling cancer.

She accomplished 
many things during 
her tenure, but among 
her favorites was 
the annual Distinguished Alumni Awards program. She 
steered the program into becoming one of IUP’s signature 
events, celebrating alumni who have reached pinnacle 
career achievement.

At her memorial service in January, Glenn Cannon ’71, 
who today serves on IUP’s Council of Trustees, said, “Mary 
Jo was sweet—pink suits, meticulous taste, sunshine for 
personality. When you first met her, you didn’t necessarily 
pick up on the fact that she also was a sharp and practiced 
diplomat who could plant an idea in your head and then 
make you think it was your own. That was part of her secret 
to success. She had an admirable ability to set priorities and 
tune out distractions to accomplish her goals.”

Another accomplishment was further enhancing the board 
of the IUP Alumni Association. Glenn served on that board 
in the early part of Mary Jo’s tenure.

“One of Mary Jo’s top aspirations was to create a board of 
influence for the alumni association—one that not only 
reflected the alumni body as a whole but that also would 
help to raise the university’s level of prestige. Next to her 
family, Mary Jo loved IUP best—and so building a board 
that would take care of her second love was a priority 
to her,” he said. “Today’s board indeed consists of very 
influential people who also are serious professionals and 
solid volunteers and advocates for IUP. Mary Jo was very 
proud of the board and of the accomplishments of her staff 
and the alumni association—grateful for their loyalty and 
service to the alumni program and to IUP.”

Mary Jo is survived by her husband, Kim Lyttle ’72, M’74; 
her children, Tom, an IUP student, and Christina; and 
her IUP family in the Office of Alumni Relations and the 
University Advancement Division. Mary Morgan ’91, 
who served as associate director, has stepped into her late 
colleague’s role.
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1990s
The New Jersey Academy of 
Family Physicians recently 
hired Angie Halaja-
Henriques ’90, of Harrisburg, 
as program director. She will 
oversee the academy’s quality 
improvement, public health, 
and continuing education 
programs. Angie previously 
worked for the Pennsylvania 
Academy of Family Physicians 
for more than 15 years.

In June, the Pennsylvania 
State Police promoted Joseph 
Loughran ’92 to lieutenant. 
He was assigned to the post of 
Central Section commander of 
Troop T.

Chair of the IUP Journalism 
and Public Relations 
Department and a lieutenant 
colonel in the Pennsylvania 
Air National Guard, Michele 
Dougherty Papakie ’93 
received the Octavius V. Catto 
Award last fall for outstanding 
public service. Inspector 
general of the 171st Air 
Refueling Wing at Coraopolis, 
she has served in at least a 
dozen countries, including a 
six-month tour in Afghanistan 
in 2010. A faculty advisor to 
five IUP clubs, she teaches a 
summer journalism workshop 
for high school students and led 
the first phase of the campus-
wide Strategic Visioning Project 
in 2013. She is also a township 
supervisor and a domestic 
violence shelter volunteer. 

Beaver-based public accounting 
firm Cottrill, Arbutina & 
Associates has promoted 
Michele Ratcliffe Renz ’93 
to director. A leader of the firm’s 
Credit Unions and Financial 
Institutions division, Michele 
provides traditional financial 
and internal auditing services 
and regulatory compliance 
audit consulting.

Following its most recent golf 
outing last August, the Bill 
Sugra Memorial Fund has 

ARRIVAlS
1990s 
To Randy Weston ’99 
and Michelle Foreback 
Weston ’01, a daughter, 
Milena Marie, December 21, 
2015.

2000s 
To Julie Taylor Henzel 
’01 and Kevin Henzel, a 
daughter, Stella Josephine, 
November 2, 2015. To Amy 
Miller Brennan ’03 and 
Matthew Brennan M’04, a 
daughter, Matilda Rosemarie, 
December 1, 2015. To Jessica 
Pentz Graf ’03, M’04 and 
Eric Graf, a son, Henry Paul, 
August 13, 2015. To Farid 
Zerfa ’03, M’06 and Teresa 
Reilly Zerfa ’04, a son, Sami 
Mohamed, December 5, 2015. 
To Ashley Bunyak Bradley 
’04 and Justin Bradley, twins, 
Jack and Gracie, September 
29, 2015. To Scott Byrom 
’04 and Melanie Byrom, a 

Vandergrift, Dennis is also a 
former program coordinator in 
IUP’s Criminal Justice Training 
Center. His first novel, Excessive 
Forces: A Pittsburgh Police 
Thriller, came out in 2012.

After 30 years, Sheri Minkoff 
’85 moved back east. She 
is manager of Finance and 
Administration at the Center 
for Advocacy for the Rights 
and Interests of the Elderly, in 
Center City, Philadelphia. Also 
a proud mother, she wrote that 
her son, Aron, will start law 
school this fall.

In October, UniPro Foodservice 
appointed Bob Stewart ’85 
its chief executive officer. Bob 
joined the company as chief 
operating officer in 2014 and 
became interim CEO last spring. 
A certified public accountant, 
he started his career with Grant 
Thornton and Deloitte before 
embarking on a 20-year career 
in food distribution. He lives in 
Atlanta.

When the American Bankers 
Insurance Association elected 
new board officers in October, 
the slate included James 
Stuncard ’89 as treasurer. He 
is vice president of insurance 
programs at Dollar Bank in 
Pittsburgh.

The National Association 
of Student Personnel 
Administrators honored 
Kevin Bailey ’86, M’90 with 
the Pillar of the Profession 
Award for his distinction 
in and contributions to the 
higher education field and for 
his service to NASPA. Kevin 
is also the recipient of the 
IUP College of Education and 
Educational Technology’s 
2015 Alumni Scholar Award 
and Student Affairs in Higher 
Education’s Ronald Lunardini 
Distinguished Alumni Award 
for 2009. Vice president 
of Student Affairs at the 
University of West Florida, 
Kevin holds a doctorate in 
higher education from Bowling 
Green State University in Ohio.

Patrick Pacalo ’88 recently 
released his eighth national 
security history book. The 
National Security Insider, 
a stand-alone volume 
published by America Star 
Books, touches on the 1981 
Iran hostage rescue attempt, 
the ideology behind the 
Persian Gulf War of the early 
’90s, the F-35, and globalism 
and world government. The 
book is available online and 
may be ordered through most 
bookstores. Some of Patrick’s 
work is posted at www.
coldwartruth.com.

After three years as director 
of Special Education for the 
Hempfield Area School District 
in Greensburg, Jeffery Coover 
’89 was recently promoted to 
director of Student Services.

An attorney with Philadelphia 
firm Marshall Dennehey 
Warner Coleman & Goggin, 
John Hare ’89 was appointed 
to the Pennsylvania Supreme 
Court’s Civil Procedural 
Rules Committee and will 
serve a three-year term. The 
committee consists of 15 judges 
and lawyers who propose 
and review changes to rules 
governing civil litigation. 
John is coauthor of the book 

Keystone of Justice: The 
Pennsylvania Superior Court, 
1895-1995, one of the nation’s 
leading studies of a state 
appellate court. Chair of the 
Appellate Advocacy and Post-
trial Practice Group at Marshall 
Dennehey, John has been 
named a Pennsylvania Super 
Lawyer annually since 2008.

on questions they should be 
able to answer (Who is the 
vice president of the United 
States?) and on tasks they 
should be able to perform, such 
as changing a tire. Named 
Georgia’s Marketing Teacher 
of the Year in 2006, Beth 
recently retired after 30 years of 
teaching in high schools. Her 
book is available through Trail 
Ahead Publishing and major 
retailers. Learn more at www.
learninginfoforeveryday.com. 

More than 30 years after 
meeting in Shafer Hall in 1982, 
Tom Fridirici ’84 and Laura 
Rudzinski ’86 were married 
this past September. They live 
in Newport.

Author and retired police officer 
Dennis Marsili ’84, M’03 was 
on campus in December to sign 
copies of his new book, Little 
Chicago: A History of Organized 
Crime in New Kensington, 
Pennsylvania. A native of 

daughter, Riley Grace, June 10, 
2015. To Jennifer Christian 
Free ’04 and John Free, a son, 
Kellan Jack, June 22, 2015. To 
Jessica Glass Groll ’06 and 
Kevin Groll ’06, a son, Simon 
James, October 20, 2015. To 
Anna Siegel Williams ’07 
and Ross Williams, a daughter, 
Bella Michele, October 21, 
2015. To Derek Detar ’08 and 
Melody Detar, a daughter, 
Blythe, October 7, 2015.

Since the release of Delta Jewels: In Search of My 
Grandmother’s Wisdom in April 2015, author Alysia Burton 
Steele ’97 has been on a whirlwind book tour of churches, 
nonprofit organizations, book fairs, colleges, and high schools 
across the country. Recently, she spoke at the Smithsonian’s 
Anacostia Community Museum with Reena Evers-Everette, 
daughter of slain civil rights activist Medgar Evers. “Talking at 
the Smithsonian was a childhood dream,” she said.

Inspired by memories of her grandmother, Delta Jewels is a 
collection of portraits and oral histories of 54 African American 
grandmothers in the Mississippi Delta. Alysia wrote, “They are 
ordinary women, like Gram, who have lived extraordinary 
lives under the harshest conditions of the Jim Crow era and 
were on the front lines of the Civil Rights movement.” Delta 
Jewels has been featured by the New York Times, National 
Public Radio, NBC.com, USA Today, and the Chicago Sun-
Times. In addition, Alysia is a recipient of the Mississippi 
Humanities Council’s Preserver of Mississippi Culture 
award and the National Black Public Relations Society of 
Washington, DC’s Ofield Dukes Educator of the Year Award.

An assistant professor at the University of Mississippi’s Meek 
School of Journalism and New Media, Alysia worked for 12 
years as a photojournalist and was part of the Dallas Morning 
News photography team that won a Pulitzer Prize in 2006 for 
its coverage of Hurricane Katrina. She also received the James 
Gordon Understanding Award for photographic excellence 
for her documentary work in Africa. Learn more at www.
alysiaburton.com.

Alysia Burton Steele, author 
of Delta Jewels: In Search of 
My Grandmother’s Wisdom



After Melissa 
Leiden Welsh ’99 
earned her doctorate 
from Purdue 
University, she wore 
her doctoral robes 
to visit her friend in 
Clearfield, Helen 
Zitzelberger Eckley 
’71, M’82. When 
Helen commented 
that the robes looked 
even more regal in 
person than on her 
computer screen, 
Melissa realized that 
Helen, who turned 
90 this year, had 
watched the entire 
Purdue graduation 
ceremony online.

Fifty years apart, the two became friends as neighbors in 
Clearfield, and they often discussed their IUP bond. Helen 
worked as a nurse, and Melissa as a family and consumer 
sciences teacher, but they found many parallels in career and 
life, particularly in their thirst for knowledge and their love 
of helping others, Melissa said.

Now a family and consumer sciences educator for the 
University of Maryland Extension, Melissa knows Helen is a 
mere e-mail or phone call away. “She tells me that the fun is 
only beginning,” Melissa wrote. “I return the smile, with the 
promise to never stop learning.”

An associate professor of art at the University 
of Albany-SUNY, Adam Frelin ’97 is the lead 
artist on a project Bloomberg Philanthropies 
selected to receive $1 million through its 
Public Art Challenge. The project, Breathing 
Lights, is a regional submission from Albany, 
Schenectady, and Troy, New York, and is one 
of four winners nationally. It proposes to 
illuminate up to 300 vacant homes in the three 
cities nightly, over several weeks, to regenerate 
interest in once-vibrant neighborhoods that 

now have high vacancy rates. The project 
will culminate in a regional summit on 
neighborhood revitalization. More than 230 
cities submitted proposals for the Public Art 
Challenge, which aims to enhance urban 
identity and drive economic development 
while supporting temporary public art projects. 
Adam works in sculpture, photography, video, 
and performance and has two published books 
of photography. See more at AdamFrelin.com.
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Corporation, Luke Matthews 
’02 gave a lecture, “Cultural 
Evolution from Its Primate 
Origins to Modern Geopolitics,” 
at IUP in November as part of 
the Anthropology in Action 
speaker series. A graduate of 
the Cook Honors College, he 
was the first recipient of the 
State System’s Syed R. Ali-Zaidi 
Award for Academic Excellence.

The Carnegie Foundation 
for the Advancement of 
Teaching and the Council 
for Advancement and 
Support of Education named 
Northampton Community 
College professor Javier Avila 
D’03 the 2015 Pennsylvania 
Professor of the Year. Once 
the youngest educator at the 
University of Puerto Rico, 
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1960s
William Rodgers ’66 to 
Jacki Gommel, November 21, 
2015.

1970s
Linda Eisenhard ’79 
to Barbara Sheetz ’80, 
February 28, 2015.

WEDDINGS
1980s
Thomas Fridirici ’84 to 
Laura Rudzinski ’86, 
September 19, 2015.

2000s
Jillian Ploucha ’01 to 
Steven Knox, October 17, 
2015. Erik Bonini ’08, 
M’11 to Emily Mross ’11, 
November 1, 2015. Derek 
Detar ’08 to Melody Diehl, 
October 11, 2014.

Javier received the Professor of 
the Year award in November in 
Washington, DC.

Born last August in Fremont, 
Michigan, Henry Paul Graf has 
IUP roots—great-grandfather 
William Smith, IUP professor 
emeritus of mathematics; great-
grandmother Thelma Rhode 
Smith M’72; grandmother 
Ann Smith Pentz ’78, 
M’80, a 1992 recipient of the 
Distinguished Alumni Award; 
and mother Jessica Pentz Graf 
’03, M’04.

Three-year-old Lucy Bradley 
welcomed home her new 
twin siblings, Jack and Gracie, 
in September. They are the 
children of Ashley Bunyak 
Bradley ’04 and her husband, 
Justin.

IUP’s Student Cooperative 
Association recently hired 
Melanie Martin ’05 as 
director of information systems. 
Previously, Melanie worked 
for nine years in information 
technology at Indiana First 
Bank.

David Altrogge ’06 is part of a 
filmmaking team that released 
3801 Lancaster: American 
Tragedy in November. The film 
examines the case of Kermit 
Gosnell, a West Philadelphia 
physician convicted in 2013 
of murdering three infants 
born alive during late-abortion 
procedures. Previously, 
Altrogge’s team released 3801 
Lancaster, a short film about 
the Gosnell case, which won an 
award at the 2013 Justice Film 
Festival. It was also featured 
on Anderson Cooper 360 and 
Fox News Insider and in World 
Magazine. The 2015 release 
features exclusive interviews 
with detectives, crime scene 
investigators, journalists, 
victims, and Gosnell himself. 
Learn more at 3801Lancaster.
com. 

Catie Gumm Brewer ’07 is 
now an assistant professor in 

Jillian’s father, Ron Ploucha 
’71, is one of Punxsutawney 
Phil’s handlers and a member 
of the Groundhog Club’s Inner 
Circle. Jillian is a patient care 
coordinator at Shirley Eye Care, 
and Steven is a pharmacist 
at Indiana Regional Medical 
Center. They live in Indiana. 

Pennsylvania Business 
Central’s list of Top 100 
People for 2015 included Josh 
Rosenberger ’01, owner and 
president of the 700 Shop in 
downtown Indiana. Employed 
at the men’s clothing store since 
his days as an IUP student, Josh 
took on ownership at age 27.

A behavioral and social 
scientist with the RAND 

the varying conditions 
of shipwreck sites that 
archaeologists investigate. 
Those factors include the 
materials used to build the ship, 
the underwater environment, 
human activity, storms, 
and chemical reactions. The 
publisher, the University Press 
of Florida, describes the book 
as “an essential resource for the 
research and preservation of 
submerged heritage sites.”

Born in December to Randy 
Weston ’99 and Michelle 
Foreback Weston ’01, Milena 
Marie Weston was welcomed 
home by big brothers Jake, age 
nine, and Collin, six.

2000s
In its annual “Foremost under 
40” list, Pennsylvania Business 
Central has included a handful 
of IUP alumni and one current 
student among the young 
professionals it recognized 
for career advancement 
and volunteer work. They 
are Kevin Bean ’01, M’05, 
personal care administrator 
and director of marketing for 
Amber Springs at LaurelWood 
Care Center; Chad Carloni ’03, 
vice president of Commercial 
Lending at Marion Center 
Bank; Camille Morris ’06, 
an officer manager at First 
Commonwealth Bank; Ken 
Mountain ’07, owner of 
Altoona Video Production; 
Jennifer Clark ’09, freelance 

writer and co-owner of Planful, 
a digital marketing and 
branding agency; and student 
Evan Strittmatter, owner of 
Indiana Vac.

In October, Eric Greisinger 
M’01 received his doctorate 
from the Gregg Centre for the 
Study of War and Society at the 
University of New Brunswick 
in Canada. His work focused on 
combat engineering operations 
of the American and Canadian 
armies in Europe during World 
War II.

After Jillian Ploucha ’01 
married Steven Knox in a 
church wedding in October, 
they headed to Gobbler’s Knob, 
Punxsutawney’s Groundhog 
Day grounds, for the reception. 

Adam Frelin and a proposal image of the 
Breathing Lights project

and D9sports.com, a website 
Chris helped start in 2001 that 
covers high school sports in the 
Pennsylvania Interscholastic 
Athletic Association’s District 9.

The University of Pittsburgh 
School of Nursing selected 
four IUP alumnae to receive 
the Cameos of Caring award 
in November. The award 
recognizes excellence in 
nursing, patient and family 
advocacy, and embodying 
the essence of the profession. 
The alumnae recipients 
were Christy West ’98, of 
Excela Health, Westmoreland 
Hospital; Breanne Giron 
Gray ’07, M’12, of Children’s 
Hospital of Pittsburgh; Lesley 
Rehak M’14, of Allegheny 
Health Network, Forbes 
Hospital; and Sandra Toy 
M’08, of Allegheny Health 
Network, Citizens School of 
Nursing.

The IUP Student Cooperative 
Association has appointed 
Mike Carnovale ’99, M’07 as 
its associate executive director. 
Since 2002, Mike has held 
positions in campus recreation, 
in intramurals and facilities for 
the Athletics Department, and 
most recently, as the Co-op’s 
director of operations. He and 
his wife, Becky Stahl ’04, 
M’05, have two children, Anna 
and Michael Jr.

In his new book, Site 
Formation Processes of 
Submerged Shipwrecks, 
Matthew Keith ’99 cataloged 
factors that contribute to 

raised more than $500,000 for 
community organizations in 
14 years. The event honors Bill 
Sugra ’93, who died in the 
September 11, 2001, attacks on 
the World Trade Center. The 
next outing will be August 
26 at Green Pond Country 
Club in Bethlehem. For more 
information, go to www.
billsugramemorialfund.org.

An elementary school 
counselor in the Hempfield 
Area School District for 16 years, 
Lisa Piccar Maloney M’97 
was named Pennsylvania’s 
representative to the American 
School Counselor Association’s 
2016 School Counselor of the 
Year program. She and the 
other state representatives were 
recognized at a ceremony in the 
White House in January.

Assistant superintendent in 
the Hopewell Area School 
District, Jacie Bejster Maslyk 
’97, D’12 recently published 
her first book. Corwin Press 
released STEAM Makers: 
Fostering Creativity and 
Innovation in the Elementary 
Classroom in March. Jacie is 
also a recent recipient of the 
Frank S. Manchester Award 
for Excellence in Journalism, 
awarded by the Pennsylvania 
Association of Elementary and 
Secondary School Principals.

EYT Media Group has hired 
Chris Rossetti ’98 as sports 
editor. EYT is the parent 
company of the Explore 
Clarion, Explore Venango, and 
Explore Jefferson websites 
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DEATHS
1933: Mildred Loban Baker
1940: Margaret Carnahan 
Gosser
1941: Alice Laing Clawson, 
Thomas Garber, Dorothy Hovis 
McCurdy
1942: Robert Swanson Sr.
1943: Helen Bellotti Nash, 
Irene Harkleroad Thompson
1944: Alice Enslen Barron
1946: Imogene Shomo Casey, 
Audrey George Williams
1947: John McElhoes
1948: Alfonzo (Buff) Fanella, 
Lucille Howard Smith
1949: Nicholas Silvestri
1950: Lawrence Alessi, Betty 
Jane Shafer Kenney
1951: Mary Louise Tarbox 
Blansett, Betty McVey, John 
Taddie
1952: Nancy Ellsworth Davies, 
Alex Trush
1953: Marie Brant Wentz
1954: Daisy Fisher Carson, 
Carlene Connelly Cavanaugh, 
James Hackett, David Spencer, 
Roger Speidel
1955: Sally Maurer, Lisle 
Moorhead
1956: Grace Thomas Grainger
1957: Joseph Hrivnak, Eugene 
Manner

1958: Gene Adamczyk, William 
Snyder Jr.
1959: Joan Darr Richardson
1960: Rita Borlie Farabaugh, 
Eleanor Bish Vargo
1962: Walter Lorence
1963: Frank Cipollini, Dennis 
Patterson, Marianne Sankovich 
Spicher, Alice Hughes Williams
1964: James Davis, Joanne 
Brown Lukehart*, Robert Stahl, 
Frank Zito (M)
1965: William Bartlebaugh, 
Carolyn Blose Jerich, Janet 
Varner
1966: Charles Guiler (M), 
Madge Shaffer Mansour, Carol 
McCormick
1967: Fred Brantlinger Jr., 
Maryann Schaab Metcalfe
1968: Christine Klukaszewski 
Erikson, Judith Nych, Paula 
Keith Pheasant, Sandra Good 
Pryke
1969: George Bobick, Alice 
Lockhart, Phyllis Diehl Mock
1970: Bruce Barker, Antoinette 
Genary Irick, Mary Ann Kunkle 
Leon, Richard Lommock Sr.
1971: Gloria Landis Pfost, Larry 
Steuart (M)
1972: Helen Copenhaver 
Glovier, Carolyn Hyde 

McCartney, Robert Petyak, 
Margaret Canterna Teixeira
1973: Sue Fife Greenberger
1974: Eleanor Green, Harriet 
Colton Kovach, James Miller Jr., 
Fred Morelli Jr., Diane Nelson 
Ritter
1975: Carol Gingerich, Wilma 
Newell Mastrorocco (M), 
Geraldine Hunter McCartney 
(M)
1976: Michael Ross, Paulette 
Luchini Schreiber
1977: Barry Foor, Kimberly 
Mechling Simmons
1978: Elaine Szczotka Duffner, 
Lawrence Howell Jr.
1979: Ross Little
1980: Lynne Snyder, Dale 
Wagner (M)
1981: Alan Hanwell
1982: Gerald Carson, Bruce 
Panfil
1984: Linda Berardinelli 
Filkosky (M)
1985: Michael Reilly
1986: Mary Jo Banks Lyttle*
1992: Judy Byich (M)
1996: Stacey De Biase Carone
1997: Scott Gariti, Christi Wylie
2011: Aereyelle DuBois, Alan 
Turyan
2013: Erik Yannitelli (CA)

*current or former faculty member, 
staff member, or administrator

Note: In cases in which more than 
one IUP degree was earned, the year 
of only the first degree is indicated. 
Deaths of faculty members are 
reported in the Mentors section of 
this issue. 

Other Deaths
Ronald Hamilton, who 
retired in 2011 after 32 years 
on the IUP Libraries staff, died 
October 14, 2015.

Florence Helwig, known 
for her generous support of 
the arts at IUP, including 
the establishment of the 
Helwig Distinguished Artist 
Endowment in 1987, died 
October 11, 2015. She was the 
recipient of the IUP President’s 
Medal of Distinction in 2000.

Alex Moreland, a sophomore 
majoring in communications 
media, died October 24, 2015.

Elouise Shaffer,who retired in 
1996 after 25 years with the Co-
op Store, died October 9, 2015. 
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Cory completed his culinary 
externship at the Ocean Reef 
Club in Key Largo and worked 
at Winslow’s Tavern on Cape 
Cod before landing a job with 
Trade in 2011.

US Navy Band Southwest in 
San Diego has selected Jon 
Wylie ’10 as its Bluejacket of 
the Year for 2015. A musician 
third class from Indiana, Jon 
has played tuba in the Navy 
for three years. In addition to 
his role with the marching 
and ceremonial groups, 
Jon performs with the brass 
quintet and wind ensemble 
and has made appearances 
at the Oklahoma State Fair, 
Shreveport Navy Week, and 
San Francisco State Week.

After more than 12 years as 
an administrator at New 
Jersey City University, Steven 
LoCascio D’11 joined Kean 
University as director of 
Educational Leadership. In this 
position, he oversees a master’s 
and doctoral program and 
several certification programs. 
Steven continues to teach in the 
graduate school of education at 
Saint Peter’s University. He is 
also in his seventh year on his 
local board of education and 
has been president for three 
years. Married to Lori, he keeps 
busy as a soccer coach for his 
three children.

A fifth-grade teacher in 
the Greater Latrobe School 
District, Carly McPartland 
’11 received the Jesse Howes 
Award from the Life Is Good 
Playmakers, an organization 
of more than 5,000 people, or 
Playmakers, around the world 
who work with children. The 
organization, part of the Life 
Is Good Kids Foundation, 
provides a playful approach 
to healing for children who 
have experienced significant 
trauma, including serious 
illness, violence, and poverty. 
A member of the organization 
and a certified Playmaker since 
2013, Carly incorporates her 

Playmaker philosophy into her 
work as a teacher.

The IUP Student Cooperative 
Association has hired Bob 
Smith M’11 as assistant 
director of Program Services 
and Events. In this role, he’ll 
oversee facility reservations, 
setup, logistics, and staffing at 
the Hadley Union Building 
complex. Previously, Bob 
worked for three years as 
the event manager at IUP’s 
Kovalchick Convention and 
Athletic Complex.

A full-time associate teacher 
of emotional support students, 
Amanda Avvento ’12 also 
holds two part-time jobs: one 
with the Philadelphia Eagles 
at Lincoln Financial Field and 
another as a sales associate for 
Under Armour. In between, 
she finds time to help in the 
community and play for the 
Philadelphia Firebirds, a 
women’s tackle football team.

The Charleston County School 
District in South Carolina 
named Andrew Brandt 
’12 its Teacher of the Month 
for November. Andrew is 
a seventh-grade English 
language arts teacher at 
Morningside Middle School.

Law firm Duane Morris, LLP, 
recently welcomed Nick 
Dello Buono ’14 to its Tax 
Accounting Group. Working out 
of the firm’s Philadelphia office, 
he is primarily responsible for 
tax planning and compliance 
activities.

Employed by Lumsden & 
McCormick, LLP, in Buffalo, 
New York, Megan Morris 
’14 recently completed 
requirements to practice as a 
certified public accountant. A 
student in the Cook Honors 
College at IUP, Megan served 
as president and secretary 
of the Student Accounting 
Association. 

Recently promoted to 
transitional case manager 
at the Graceville State 
Correctional Facility in 
Florida, Bridget Irwin M’15, 
originally from White Mills, 
is part of a continuum of care 
initiative that is becoming an 
international movement in 
corrections. With a caseload 
of about 50 inmates within 
one year of their release, 
she assists with cognitive 
behavioral therapy, housing 
needs, employment, and life 
skills. “The best part of my 
job is helping offenders pay 
back their debt to society by 
becoming functioning members 
of society,” she said. 

REUNIoNS
Upcoming events organized by IUP’s Office 
of Alumni Relations include a celebration 
of the Class of 1966’s 50th anniversary on 
May 6, University Days at PNC Park on 
May 18, IUP Day at Kennywood on July 
17, and Homecoming on October 15. Watch 
www.alumni.iup.edu for details.

Freshmen who lived on the third floor 
of Thomas Sutton Hall in the fall of ’67 
are invited to reconnect with Karen 
Binkley ’71, M ’76, D’97, Linda Anthony 
DeCaspers ’71, and Barbara Brecker. 
Contact Linda at lindadecaspers@gmail.
com. Find more information in the class 
notes.

Punxsutawney freshmen from 1972 and ’73 are 
planning a reunion for the weekend of August 
5-7 in Valley Forge. Contact Mary Clinton 
’76 at mc7254@aol.com or Steve Blaschak at 
blaschak@bellsouth.net.

Alumni and friends who would like to join 
members of the classes of ’73, ’74, and ’75 for 
an informal reunion in Indiana are asked 
to contact George Bender ’73 at benderg@
zoominternet.net or Paul Beam ’74 at 
pbeam1417@comcast.net for details. See more 
in the class notes.

the Department of Chemical 
and Materials Engineering at 
New Mexico State University.

In January, Natasha Kaplan 
DiPrizito ’07 was promoted 
to director of Philhaven’s Child 
and Adolescent Day Hospital 
in York.

IUP is well represented in the 
Charleston, South Carolina, 
area. Married six years, Jessica 
Forstate Fernandes ’07 and 
Robert Fernandes ’08 are 
active in politics and art in 
the Charleston area. A senior 
recruiter with Premier Electrical 
Staffing, Robert was a member 
of the 3 Million Dollar Club and 
a Silver Award winner in 2014. 
Last year, Jessie was named 
Cainhoy Elementary/Middle 
School Teacher of the Year. Also 
employed at Cainhoy, Mike 
Huff ’08 was runner-up for the 
school’s Rookie Teacher of the 
Year award and was a Teacher 
of the Year nominee. “All is 
thanks to what we learned and 
the people we met at IUP!” 
wrote Robert, who was Mike’s 
Sigma Tau Gamma pledge 
brother at IUP. 

A counselor at Fox Chapel 
Area High School, Rachel 
Dillon Machen M’07 is a 
recipient of the 2015 Yale 
Educator Award. Students at 
Yale University nominate high 
school educators they say were 
instrumental in helping them 
form career goals. A former 
student, now a freshman at 
Yale, nominated Rachel for the 
award. A resident of Oakmont, 
she taught English at the school 
for nine years before becoming 
a counselor.

When Erik Bonini ’08, M’11 
and Emily Mross ’11 were 
married in Shawnee-on-
Delaware in November, their 
wedding party included fellow 
IUP alumnae Kathryne 
Mross Romanie ’05, Lauren 
McDermott ’08, Emily 
Franey ’11, and Amber 
Bittiger ’12. The parents of 

the bride, Kenneth Mross 
’77 and Maryellen Shook 
Mross ’77, M’80, met at IUP, 
as did the parents of the groom, 
Robert Bonini and Wenche 
Nodland Bonini ’78. In total, 
17 IUP alumni of various 
generations were in attendance. 

Life has been eventful recently 
for Derek Detar ’08. He 
married Melody Diehl in 
October 2014, and a year later, 
he and Melody had a daughter, 
Blythe. Photographs appear on 
the Alumni Extra website.

Education program manager at 
WYEP in Pittsburgh, Matthew 
Spangler ’08, M’11 was 
recently selected for the Class 
of XXIII of the Leadership 
Development Initiative, a 
nine-month program for high-
potential young professionals 
in the Pittsburgh region.

Paul Ben-Zvi, IUP professor 
emeritus of art, reported 
that he and his wife, Linda, 
were pleased to meet theater 
alumnae Megan Miller 
’09 and Veronica Wilt ’11 
aboard Oceania’s cruise ship 
Regatta in September. Megan 
and Veronica perform musical 
revues and variety shows 
aboard the ship.

2010s
A recent graduate of the 
University of Pittsburgh School 
of Law, Gerald Mensah 
’10 has become IUP’s fourth 
McNair Scholar to earn a juris 
doctorate. He also recently 
passed the Pennsylvania bar 
exam.

Chef de cuisine at Trade in 
Boston, Cory Seeker CA’10 
was selected for Zagat’s 30 
under 30 Boston. The survey 
group describes the honorees as 
“game changers redefining the 
way we eat, drink, and interact 
with food and beverages—all 
before their 30th birthdays.” 
Originally from Warren, 
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Barry Gasdek ’64 has a point to make.

He has established six endowed scholarships 
at IUP over the last five years, and, because he 
has chosen to attach names of family members 
to most of them, his investments honor the 
important people in his life.

Members of the football team benefit from the 
Frank and Eleanor Gasdek Scholarship. Students 
in the ROTC program can access the Walter 
and Barry Gasdek Scholarship, while education 
majors can earn the Captain Barry Gasdek 
Scholarship. The Walter Gasdek Memorial 
Scholarship assists biology majors, while the 
Frances Gasdek Eaglehouse and Kathleen 
Gasdek Webb Scholarship is available to nursing 
majors. Finally, students in the College of Fine 
Arts benefit from the Deborah Gasdek Booth 
and Barry Gasdek Scholarship.

But, to Gasdek’s point: As a student, he did his 
part to contribute to his parents’ investment in 
his tuition by working as a landscaper for the 
county highway department, as a counselor in 
Langham Hall, as a dining hall worker, and as a 
model for art classes. 

“All of this took time,” he said, stressing that 
academic study should be every student’s top 
priority.

Retired from the Army as a lieutenant colonel, 
the current Wyoming state veterans officer, 
who was named Honorary Wyoming Cowboy 
Colonel, said his experience as an Army 
Ranger—from being his class’s top candidate in 
Ranger school to serving on a team—has been 
part of his inspiration.

“I hope [the students who receive the 
scholarships] accomplish fulfilling their dreams, 
goals, and aspirations, but it will take a lot 
of hard work and perseverance. You can 
accomplish so much more than you think you 
can,” he said. 

“Education also is a team effort, and 
I want to be on their team and help 
bring out the best in them, because 
when they succeed, we all succeed.”

If you would like to join Barry Gasdek by 
investing in the future through scholarships, 
please contact Evan Bohnen, associate vice 
president for development at IUP, for details 
and options about immediate or estate 
gifts. Send e-mail to iup-giving@iup.edu or 
call 855-477-5266. 

Barry Gasdek received the IUP Distinguished Alumni Award in 2015 and was inducted into the IUP 
Athletic Hall of Fame in 2012 and the ROTC Hall of Fame in 2013. He lives in Laramie, Wyoming.
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An ever-changing world constantly demands new and different 
skills. Likewise, what’s taught in the classroom must change to meet 
that demand. The question for faculty members in this installment 
of “Vantage Point”: 

Janet Blood, Fashion Merchandising

Home-sewing techniques

Home-sewing techniques are vastly different from those employed 
in the apparel industry. Home sewing uses commercial patterns, 
and the techniques are wasteful and cumbersome. In contrast, 
industry techniques are much more efficient and cost-effective, 
although most still remain a secret to industry outsiders. In the ’90s, 
because of certain trade deals, manufacturing moved overseas for 
reasons related to cost, but our changing economy and a growing 
interest in sustainability are driving small-lot and specialized 
apparel manufacturing back to the United States. As the trend’s pace 
increases, students will not only need to have a grasp of apparel 
styles, textiles, and the business of fashion; they will also need to 
become knowledgeable about apparel manufacturing.

Ed Donley, Mathematics

Simplistic applications serving as examples

In 15 years, mathematics instructors won’t be forced to use simplistic 
applications for classroom examples. Complex, real-time data will be 
instantaneously available. Mathematics instructors will draw this 
data directly into the classroom to create more complex and realistic 
mathematical models of real problems. Sophisticated computer 
software tools will allow students to alter these mathematical 
models and learn the effects of their alterations. Visualization 
software will be much better also, so that students will create more 
realistic renderings of their models.

Krish Krishnan, Marketing

Telephone marketing surveys and telemarketing

Telephone surveys, associated sampling techniques, and automated 
dialing systems were the central part of any marketing research 
operation and an important chapter in every marketing research 
course. With near universal access to the Internet, the advent of 
mobile phones, and online and mobile surveys, gone are the days 
when any significant market research data can be collected over 
the phone. Along the same line, telemarketing as a tool of direct 
marketing is also a fast-disappearing sales technique. Real-time, 
location-based, mobile multimedia survey and direct marketing 
will put a quick end to the past reign of telephone surveys and 
telemarketing.

Sue Rieg, Professional Studies in Education

The art of cursive handwriting

If you can read this sentence, you 
probably learned to read and write 
cursive in elementary school.  
Since the adoption of the Common Core Standards, states are 
permitted to determine whether to include cursive writing in the 
curriculum. Proponents of cursive writing claim that using swirled 
and looped letters teaches fine motor skills, is faster, and enhances 
creativity and cognitive skills. Opponents argue that most adults 
abandon cursive and use a hybrid of print letters, children use 
technology without cursive at an early age and throughout life, and 
cursive is no longer required for legal documents. Teachers express 
frustration with lack of time in a school day to teach all of their 
required curriculum. I would not be a surprised if teaching cursive 
writing disappears from teachers’ lesson plans.  

Teresa Shellenbarger, Nursing and Allied Health Professions

Paper records and in-person assessments

Since becoming an educator, I’ve taught nursing students how to 
document their care with written narrative notes in paper patient 
charts, communicate with patients in person, gather medication 
information from drug books, and provide traditional hands-on 
nursing care. As technology continues to advance, I will have 
to eliminate some of these. Paper patient charts will soon be 
eliminated in all health care areas. Students will document and 
retrieve information electronically and will not look up medication 
information in books, but they will rely on electronic devices 
instead. I will be teaching students how to provide nursing care with 
the help of telehealth and remote monitors, since some nurses will 
be assessing patients at remote sites.

VANTAGE PoINT

What is one thing you teach 
or have taught that you think 
will be gone from lesson 
plans 15 years from now?   
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The sculpture Transitions has been next to Clark Hall since 
2006, when construction began on the opposite side of Grant 
Street for IUP’s suite-style housing. A collaborative project 
by Cynthia Bingham Biggins ’83, Suzanne Pequignot ’84, 
and Michael Hertrich ’82, the sculpture was dedicated more 
than three decades ago.
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